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Grand Valley memorializes 9/11 today
Allendale, Pew campuses
erect memorials; students
reflect on personal
experiences of 9/11
By Jessica Levine
GVL Staff Writer
From the ashes rose heroes and
patriots; from the destruction, hope and
determination.
The terrorist attacks of Sept. II
brought the U.S. to a standstill and
left behind a tangle of shock and fear.
American strength was tested, and
unfamiliar fear tore through the nation.
But the people stood firm.
The U.S. stood united even in loss.
In honor of the tragedy. Grand Valley
State University will commemorate the
2.996 victims today with a reflective,
day-long memorial service. Headed by
GVSU's Student Senate, American flags
will be erected between the Allendale
and Pew campuses, each representing
an individual and their respective
nationality.
The Allendale Campus memorial will
be held at the VanSteeland Arboretum.
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Memorial: Today, Allendale's VanSteeland Arboretum honors the 2,996 victims of 9/11 with 248
flags representing more than 40 different nations.

Flags are arranged around two Sept. 11
memorial trees — each representing
one of the World Trade Center towers.
At 8:46 a.m.. members of GVSU’s
brass ensemble will play a rendition of
“Taps” as a tribute to the exact time the
first plane crashed into the World Trade
Center.
The service will allow each person

to privately reflect on the loss, said
Jeanine Anderson. Student Senate’s vice
president of Political Affairs.
“It’s more of a personal thing,” she
said. “You can remember privately
without having to listen to a speaker. It’s
real to people. You can walk around the
Arboretum and look at the flags.”
GVSU's
Pew
Campus
will

commemorate the Washington D.C. and
Pennsylvania attacks. These American
flags will be arranged to mirror the shape
of the Pentagon; to its northwest, flags
will be arranged into a star, representing
the geographic location of the crash of
Flight 93.
And similar to the Allendale Campus,
“Taps” will play to honor the victims of
the Pentagon and Pennsylvania crash
sites at the specific times the planes
touched down.
Today, GVSU students of all races
and backgrounds will recall their
experiences of Sept. 11. Many students
were in junior high or high school, and
the images and thoughts that came
barreling through those adolescent
minds still stick and resonate in their
preconceptions of the world in which
we live.
A member of the Student Senate
Political Affairs Committee, Zachary
Conley reflects on his middle-school
perspective.
“When I first witnessed the attacks on
the World Trade Center, I was a seventh
grader in middle school,” he said. “Then,
1 could not comprehend that something

See Honoring, A2

Route 50 adds bus to cut crowding
GVSU spends extra $100,000 to
prevent students from being passed
en-route to campus from GR
By Kyle Meinke
GVl. News editor
Don’t worry, relief is on the way.
After almost 20,(XX) riders per day taxed The
Rapid during the first week of school — that’s a 28
percent increase from the same period last year — an
additional bus was added Wednesday to the Campus
Connector route.
That means seven buses will now run the line per
hour — up from five last year — and a total of 20
buses will service the Grand Valley State University
routes.
The addition will cost GVSU about $ 1 (X).(XX) for
the year, but will decrease pickup intervals during
peak times from seven to six minutes.
"We try not to just jump at adding another bus, but
our routes are just too overcrowded and we know that,"
said Erin Babson, operations manager for GVSU. “We
found out that it's occurring all day long. We tried to
get creative, but at this point, there weren’t a whole lot
of other ideas."
The Campus Connector is the busiest route,
registering almost 9,(XX) rides per day during the first
week of this academic year. The route has become so
busy that drivers are leaving people at stops because
their buses reach capacity before arriving at their
destination.
"We’ve been crowded in the past, but this is the first
year (riders) have had to wait two and three buses to
get on," Babson said.
Adding to the congestion is the addition of the Park
and Ride stop at the Walker Fire Station, which Babson
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Problematic boarding: Buses continue to be overcrowded despite changes in their routes, thus GVSU added a bus Wednesday to help.

said has been “extremely full.”
Other routes are experiencing heavy traffic as well.
Routes 37 and 48 have split completely, with the 37
covering north off-campus housing and the 48 hitting
the south. Off-campus routes registered a combined
9,(XX) rides during the first week of classes, up 38

percent from last year.
But ridership has been heaviest on Route 50.
Nick Lobaito, a senior history major from St. Clair
Shores. Mich., said Campus Connectors have passed

See Busing, A2

Rocky start slows battle fundraising
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Assistant News editor

GVl I Matt laV»re

BOTV: The Battle of the Valley's trophy
and T-shirt sat on display at the dodgeball
tournament Tuesday Student Senate and
GVSU Dodgeball hosted the tournament in the
Fieldhouse Arena T-shirts and raffle tickets were

Poor event attendance and adverse
weather has Battle of the Valleys
organizers
disappointed,
but
not
discouraged.
The T-shirts are selling, but the
students wearing them are nowhere to
be found.
"We had a really good day Monday,
which is a really good start," said
Autumn Trombka, Student Senate
president. "We will sell out of T-shirts
by Friday at the latest and there are
still other events — not necessarily big
money makers, but more for people to
just have a good time and get geared up
for the game on Saturday."
Trombka admits promotion of the
week-long
fundraising competition

sold to help benefit Camp Fire USA

— which pits Grand Valley State and
Saginaw Valley State universities
against each other to raise money for
charity — was weakened by Monday’s
rain, but donation totals are where they
should be in order to reach this year’s
goal.
Organizers estimate Monday and
Tuesday T-shirt sales and donations at
more than $13,000. Sizes extra-extra
large and extra large are already sold
out, and organizers predict smalls will
soon follow. More than 650 T-shirts
were sold as of Tuesday.
While donations do not seem to be
suffering, Ryan Workman. Battle of
the Valleys committee chair, said he
is disappointed by the low turnout at
events.
“The events are not going too well.”
Workman said. “We re not getting the
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See more: Visit www.lanthorn.
com for a slideshow on Friday

Lowell, Mich., makes a salad at the Fresh
Food Company. Fresh Food has stopped
using trays, which has saved more than
1,040 gallons of water per week

Sustainability
makes 28 pounds
of difference
By Alicia Wireman
GVL editor in Chief
Twenty-eight pounds may not
seem like a lot of weight during the
course of a year. But 28 pounds of
food per person can really add up.
With the recent sustainability
initiatives
implemented
across
Campus Dining during the past 1.5
years, tremendous impacts have
come into play, said Deb Rambadt,
marketing manager for Campus
Dining. One of the largest impacts
is a reduction of 28 pounds of food
waste per person during the course
of one year in Fresh Food Company
alone.
"When (Campus Dining) serves
an average of 3,500 students per
weekday, food waste can really
add up,” Rambadt said. “The
sustainability initiatives have really
reduced food waste and improved
the level of consciousness when
(students) select items.”
Last fall. Campus Dining went
trayless in Fresh Food Company,
in addition to using biodegradable
utensils and plates across campus.
Other changes include hemp uniform
shirts for the student management
staff, and just this year, the 600
Campus Dining employees are
required to wear an organic T-shirt.
“(Campus Dining) has saved so
much energy and materials from the
sustainability initiatives, especially
since we went trayless in Fresh
Food,” Rambadt said.
So far, about 15 gallons of
sanitizer, 15 pounds of detergent and
1.040 gallons of water, which were
once used to wash the trays in Fresh
Food Company, have been saved per
week, she added.
But some students do not
understand the benefits of going
trayless and end up complaining
to the Fresh Food staff, said Alicia
Tonche, head student manager at
Fresh Food Company.
“At first (students) complain that
they can’t carry a tray around,” she
said. “But after we explain to them
that it’s about sustainability, then
they’re completely fine with it.”
Rambadt said it takes some time
for students to be accepting of going
trayless at Fresh Food Company,
but overall the campus has been
accepting.
“It takes a lot for everyone to figure
out what will work and what won’t,”
she said. “But overall,everybody has
just been very patient and accepting
of the changes at Fresh."
But Fresh Food Company is not
the only place where sustainability
initiatives can be seen.
Tyson Dubay, Campus Dining
fixxl service director, has been
working on implementing a food
waste composting program on
campus.
“A lot of the initiative has come
from student ideas,” he said. “The

See Trays, A2
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participation in events that we were
hoping for.”
Only three teams competed in Alpha
Sigma Phi’s tug-of-war and about 20
people in the 5K run/walk. Workman
added. He regrets the cancellation of
Monday’s bonfire, but believes the rain
positively impacted the day’s profits.
“It was a good thing and bad thing."
Workman said. “It was a bad thing
because we did not get the awareness
that we wanted, but it was a gixxl thing
because it let us go to Kleiner and
Kirkhof instead. We sold a lot more
T-shirts there than we probably would
have sold at the bonfire."
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Trayless: Freshman Logan Brenk, from
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Busing
continued from page A1

over him at least five times in
the first two weeks of classes
because they were full.
"There just weren’t enough
buses for the volume of students,”
he said. “You could leave an 1.5
early, then still have to sprint
to class. Every day there were
at least one or two stops when

I was on the bus that the driver
(couldn’t) let someone on.”
Rapid bus driver Gary Welch,
now in his second year operating
the Campus Connector, said he
noticed a considerable jump in
riders this year and has to leave
people at the bus stop daily.
“It’s definitely more packed
this year,” he said. “But so far
(Wednesday), the extra bus has
helped quite a bit. I haven’t had

to leave anybody at a stop yet,
and my buses haven’t even been
that full.”
Aaron Wynn, a computer
science major from Rockford,
Mich., has been late to work
and clas$ because of the
overcrowding.
“One time I had three buses
pass by when I had class at 6
(p.m.),” he said. “I was pissed
because there was nothing I

Grand Valley Lanthorn

could do but wait.”
The addition is expected
to last the remainder of the
academic year. No other changes
are scheduled at this time.
T he additional Route 50 bus
will run from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, and
until 6 p.m. on Friday.
news® lanthorn xom
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Honoring
continued from page A1

so terrible could happen to
people in the U.S., that mass
devastation was only an
element of life for those in
poverty stricken or unstable
states.”
Professor Joseph Jones of
GVSU’s History Department
believes
the
current
generation of students need
guidance to form a better,
more mature understanding
of Sept. 11 attacks and the
events that followed.
“(Students) see it through
the lens of how they saw it
when they were 10, 11 or 12,
which is not as an adult, but as
achild,” he said. “(They) were
probably told certain things
because they were children.

BOTV
continued from page A1

Tuesday’s
dodgeball
tournament was much more
successful with II teams
competing and almost $400
raised. Workman added.
Interest in the competition
is growing, but at $13,000.
GVSU has raised only a
fraction of this year’s $35,000
goal. GVSU raised $31,382
last year.
Director of Student Life
Bob Stoll fears the goal may
push students to their financial
limits.
“The Senate set a pretty
lofty goal as far as the total
amount they want to raise,
and this early in the semester.
I’m not sure they have the
whole campus’ support,” Stoll
said. “It’s going to take a lot
of people to reach the goal.
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(compost) program was just
the logical next step in the
sustainable direction.”
The program would allow
someone to take all food waste
left over in Campus Dining
kitchens and mix it with other
materials to make compost
used on farms and landscaping,
Dubay said.
“(The
program
would)
help us monitor our waste in
our kitchens, and it lets our
employees know that we’re
monitoring waste,” he added.
Ideally,
the
program
would ask for a Grand Valley
State University community
member to pick up the waste
for free, but Dubay said it may
be somebody from outside
campus to get the ball rolling.
Possible prospects will not be
known until Friday, he added.
“It’s nice to be able to say
I go to a school and work at
a place where they’re actually
trying to make a difference,
and it’s good that students can
see this and think twice about
being sustainable,” Tonche
said.
editorial@ lanthorn .com

Lakeshore
Pregnancy
Center

Because of that, they have
trouble understanding what
happened and why Sept. ||
happened. They have trouble
understanding the American
response.”
Jones requires his students
to read the 9/11 Commission
Report as a part of his history
class and thinks students need
a more in-depth understanding
of what happened on that ’
day.
Seven years have come «
and gone, but the memory of
Sept. II still holds strong in
the American consciousness. •<
Today we stand united.
Today, American hearts beat
as one in remembrance of
that day.
jlevine @ lanthorn x om

A lot is getting underway on
campus and people may be
stretched a bit.”
But the event is much more
organized this year than in
past years, Stoll added, and
SVSU is facing the same time
constraints as GVSU.
"There’s only going to be
a certain amount of action on
any one thing and it takes a
campus to make it happen,”
Stoll
said.
“Hopefully
everyone will engage in
(Battle of the Valleys). It’s a
great tradition and rivalry.”
This year marks the sixth
battle between the two Valleys.
GVSU currently holds a 3-2
lead, while a combined total
of more than $ 144.0(H) has
already been raised for charity
by the two schools.
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Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401
(next to Speedway)

616 895-1893
-

Offering Free:
• Pregnancy Testing, Peer Counseling, Pre-Natal & Parenting
Classes, Abortion Information and Community Referrals
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Wildlife Rehab Center recruits GV volunteers
By Rebecca Beard
GVL Senior Reporter

Niemeyer Honors College to
hold re-dedication ceremony
A re-dedication ceremony
of the Glenn A. Niemeyer
Learning
and
Living
Center will be held today
at the center’s new campus
location.
The center moved to its
new facility in August, and
has received considerable
acclaim for its state-ofthe-art amenities. The old
Honors College has been
renamed North C Living
C'enter, site of an on-campus
fire earlier this week.
Glenn A. Niemeyer, the
former Grand Valley State
University
professor for
whom the Honors College
is named, will be a guest of
honor at the ceremony.
The event will run from 4
to 5:30 p.m.

Secretary of State Mobile
to visit Allendale Campus
The Secretary of State
Mobile Branch Office will
be on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus
Wednesday
to
register student voters.
The Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies is
hosting the traveling office,
which is housed in a trailer
that will be parked near
the Cook Carillon Tower
outside the Kirkhof Center.
Students can stop by the
office Wednesday to register
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. A
driver’s license or student ID
is required for registration.
This will be the office’s
only stop at GVSU before
the November election.
Foradditional information
regarding polling locations,
voting systems, registration
and candidates, visit the
Michigan Voter Information
Center online at http://www.
Michigan.gov/vote.

Opening their jaws and baring
their teeth, two opossums tried to
resist 22-year-old Eli Olague’s
grasp.
After a few tentative attempts,
Olague, a biology major at
Grand Valley State University,
snatched one by its tail and
grimly smiled.
“These animals don’t love
you,” he said. “But they don’t
hate you either.”
Olague is a volunteer at the
Wildlife Rehab Center Ltd.,
a Grand Rapids non-profit
organization
that
provides
rehabilitation
services
for
orphaned, abandoned, injured or
incapacitated wildlife.
The organization works with
the Kent County Animal Shelter
and John Ball Zoo, among
others, and is licensed by the
Michigan Department of Natural
Resources and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
The
center costs
about
$75,000 per year to run, yet all
operational expenses are covered
by donations and volunteer
services, said
Peg Markle,
executive director of the WRC.
Thus money is often tight.
Markle added, particularly later
in the year. Weekly, it costs about
$200 for food alone, she said.
Though many people offer
their time and money for the
cause, it is people who are often
the reason the animals end up at
the WRC.
“We get 90 percent of our
animals here due to humans,”
Markle said, adding they treat
more than 1,500 animals per
year.
Car accidents,
poisonous

GVL / Rebecca Beard

Helping hands: GVSU biology student Eli Olague and alumna Sara Madura volunteer at the Wildlife Rehab Center ie Grand Rapids.

fertilizer and domesticated pets
— particularly outdoor cats —
are all major contributors to
the majority of ill and injured
wildlife treated at the WRC.
After rehabilitation, many
animals
are
released
back
into their natural habitats or
occasionally to a zoo, but some
of the older animals will stay at
the WRC for the remainder of
their lives.
“It feels good to give them
some kind of chance,” Olague
said.
After
setting
down
his
agitated opossum. Olague, who
has worked at the WRC for about

By Kyle Meinke
GVL News Editor

Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Statewide
Autism Resources Training
(START) project was recently
awarded by the National
Professional Development
Center on Autism Spectrum
Disorders.
The project, which begins
in January, aims to improve
and implement evidencebased practices for students
with
Autism
Spectrum
Disorder.
The START program also
helped Saginaw Township
Commmunity Schools win
the 2008 Michigan’s Best
Award from the Michigan
Association
of
School
Boards.
Michigan was one of three
states selected to participate
in the program.

Granholm appoints GVSU
faculty to state board

Professor to host lecture
at Muskegon art museum
Art
Professor
David
Keister
will
kick
off
a lecture series at the
Muskegon Museum of Art
today with a 7 p.m. talk
titled “Art in Collaboration
in Printmaking.”
The lecture will discuss
the history of printmaking,
beginning
in
ancient
China
and
culminating
with
contemporary
fine
printmaking in America.
The program is free and
will continue each Thursday
at
the
museum.
Light
refreshments are served.
For more information,
contact the museum at (231)
720-2570 or visit http://
www.muskegonartmuseum,
org.

losing places to go.”
Madura agreed and picked up
an opossum of her own — a baby
that fit in her palm.
Other animals at the WRC
include chickens, ducks, swans
and even peacocks that roam
around the yard — some together
and some alone.
Indy, a male peacock, prefers to
mingle.
“Yes, he often goes and cavorts
with the female turkeys,” Markle
said.
While the birds generally keep
to themselves, Olague said they
can get nasty if approached, citing
a swan that once broke one of his

ribs.
Laughing, he recalled a time in
the winter when he tried to heat up
a pond that kept freezing over and
ended up knee-deep in the frigid
water.
“I was heading for the house and
because I was running, the geese
started running and squawking
and attacking,” he said.
“People just don’t appreciate
geese,” Markle added.
For more information about the
WRC, call (616) 361-6109 or visit
its Web site at http://www.wildliferehab-center.org.
rbeurd@ lanthorn .com

DPS scoots along with two new Segways

Grand Valley autism project
receives national recognition

Shawntain C. Watson,
coordinatorof the Muskegon
Regional
Center,
was
appointed by Gov. Jennifer
Granholm to the Board
of Marriage and Family
Therapy.
Watson, who received
her
appointment
from
the governor on Monday,
will represent the general
public on the board until the
expiration of her term June
30,2011.
She will take over for
Joette M. Lambert.

three years, gingerly reached
for another and tapped it on the
nose.
“Don’t let it bite you,” warned
GVSU alumna Sara Madura, 23,
who has volunteered at the WRC
for a couple of months.
Both Olague and Madura,
who also work together at the
Animal Emergency House, said
they hope to continue working
with animals — Olague as a
veterinarian and Madura at a
zoo. They plan to volunteer in
wildlife education as well.
“It’s very stress relieving,”
Olague said. “It makes you feel
good to help animals who are

GVL / Andrew Mills

Better than bikes: Sgt Craig Zoulek, of GVSU’s Department of Public Safety,
interacts with students while patrolling Saturday's home football game on a Segway

The Department of Public
Safety
has
purchased
two
Segways, joining the ranks of
more than 450 law enforcement
agencies worldwide that use the
personal transporter.
The university invested more
than $10,000 in the two-wheeled,
self-balancing devices, which can
move officers around at speeds
exceeding 12 mph. They are
battery powered, which means
DPS should also cut back on its
fuel costs.
So far, officials are satisfied
with their purchase.
“We
have
received
a
tremendously positive response
from both our officers and from
students,” said Barbara Bergers,
director of DPS. “We were
looking for some time to find an
alternative transportation vehicle
that would make our officers more
visible and mobile, especially in
the interior of the campus.”
Sgt. Craig Zoulek, who
regularly uses the Segways
and also trains other officers
on the devices, said adding the
technology is similar to when
DPS began using bicycles because
they can get to campus locations
patrol cars cannot access.
But the new technology does
offer some advantages over

bikes — better maneuverability
in crowds, improved mobility
on terrains like loose sand and
grass and they can also be used
indoors. Also, DPS added off
road tires to their models to
enhance performance during the
winter.
The devices also provide
an extra eight inches of height,
which can help officers in large
crowds and parking lots.
“One of the biggest things is
they allowed me to be proactive
not only during tailgating, but
also inside the stadium,” Zoulek
said. “The extra foot or so really
increases my visibility and it
makes all the difference.”
They
also
improve
the
approachability and image of
police officers, he said.
“Most
of
the
student
population hasn’t seen these
units, so everyone wants to come
up and talk to us about them,”
Zoulek said. “Students feel much
more comfortable approaching
and coming to us with problems
when we’re on these things,
rather than in a patrol car or even
on a bicycle.”
DPS began considering the
technology as early as 2004.
When departments at other
schools and cities began adding
them last year. DPS stepped up
its interest.
“Many
midwestem

now
employ
universities
Segways,
and
they
have
become a viable alternative
transportation
option,”
said
Capt. Brandon DeHaan, assistant
director of DPS. “We identified
the units as an opportunity to tPincrease the mobility, visibility,
approachability and sustainability
efforts of our department.”
Uses for the Segways include
patrolling the campus, enforcing
security at events like football
games, securing buildings at
night, enforcing traffic and
parking regulations and fulfilling
general
transportation
needs
around campus.
Snow plows are also available
for the personal transporters,
though DPS has no plans to
invest in one.
Despite their early success,
Bergerssaid DPS isnot considering
purchasing
more
Segways.
However, the department is
looking into purchasing hybrid
patrol cars once a vehicle with
adequate interior space for police
radios and equipment becomes
available.
news@ lanthorn .com

See more: Visit
www.lanthorn.com to
see News Editor Kyle
Meinke take a ride

Committee fights to permit alcohol sales on Sunday
By Jenny Whalen
GVl. Assistant News Editor
Fed up with Ottawa County’s ban on
Sunday beer and wine sales? One local
group is, and they intend to do something
about it.
The Say Yes to Sunday Committee
spearheaded a drive earlier this year to
collect 32,(XX) signatures from registered
Ottawa County voters to get the issue on
the November ballot.
The petition was accepted by the Ottawa
County clerk Sept. 2 and the proposal to
repeal the ban was guaranteed a place on
the general election ballot.
Now the group is looking to get Grand
Valley State University students involved
and informed.
Armed with sign-up sheets and
informational fliers, campaign members
staged a rally at the Main Street Pub
Tuesday to recruit student volunteers —
but students never came.
“I think we were being idealistic that
we would have a packed room." said
Jim Storey. Say Yes to Sunday campaign
axmlinator. “We understand students arc
busy too and have a lot of demands on their
time."
Storey and other members of the
campaign hoped the rally’s proximity to

the Allendale Campus
and the significance of
the issue would draw
GVSU students.
Ottawa County is
the
only
Michigan
county to continue such
prohibition.
“This is an issue that
hits student interest w ith Starr*
practical applications of
organizing something
they’re interested in and promoting it in
a lawful way,” Storey said. “It’s about
students getting involved and exchanging
opinions.”
Though the Main Street Pub rally did
not attract the numbers for which the SYS
committee had hoped. Storey said they
plan to return to Allendale Sept. 27 to host
a music tent for the Michigan Tech football
game. Literature and other information
will be provided so students can learn
about government and how to affect the
community in which they live.
Recruiting volunteers and educating
voters is the present focus of the committee,
although the campaign is already five
months in the making.
The movement began as a grass roots
effort by Ottawa County business leaders,
as well as the Grand Haven and the Holland

areas Convention and
Visitors Bureaus.
"This is the purest
of grass roots politics,”
said Doug Neumayer,
GVSU senior and oncampus chair for the
campaign.
“People
who aren't registered
voters can get involved
and understand how
government is run."
Now the group will
try to familiarize voters
with the proposal.
“Voter interest in
this issue is high, but we
have to talk to people
one-on-one," said Matt
Hallacy, campaign field
manager. “We spend
a lot of time on the
streets — literally."
Storey, Hallacy and Neumayer agree
the biggest issue in the campaign will be
to educate voters on the issue and get them
to understand the language of the ballot,
which will read, “Shall the sale of beer
and wine between the hours of 2 a.m. and
midnight on Sunday be prohibited?"
“The answer is no, but the ballot
language can be confusing,” Storey said.

VOTE NO
NOVEMBER 4™
www Sa)(V#W(Svwiy tom

GVl I lenny Whalen

Ending prohibition: If members of Ottawa
County vote "no” on Nov 4, alcohol could
potentially be available for purchase on Sundays

“We have to clarify for voters that in order
to end prohibition in Ottawa County, they
must vote no (at the polls).”
assisfantnews® lanthorn com

See more: Go to 'Your

Insights' and the editorial on A4
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Say yes to Sunday
Now that Ottawa County residents have the
option to vote on the Sunday alcohol ban,
community members and voters alike should
vote to allow alcohol purchases on Sundays.
County members and activists have been working around
the clock since April. They are not campaigning for Barack
Obama, John McCain or even the newly-hopeful Ralph
Nader. These Ottawa County residents have been working as
a part of the Say Yes to Sunday campaign.
The Say Yes to Sunday campaign has been striving to
put the Sunday alcohol sales issue on the Nov. 4 ballot.
These campaigners set up booths, held conventions and
even trekked the petition door to door to achieve the 32,000
signatures needed to put the county-wide proposal before
voters.
So far, more than 39,200 signatures have been certified by
county elections officials, which now allows Ottawa County
to vote on the Sunday alcohol ban.^
Since 1976, restaurants, grocery stores, bars and basically
any public establishment was prohibited from selling beer
and wine. Even though beer and wine were taken off the
menu on Sundays, most of the establishments discovered the
loop hole to sell liquor and mixed drinks.
Loop hole or not, Ottawa County residents cannot purchase
beer for SuperBowl parties or even enjoy a glass of wine
before kicking off the week without having to travel to the
nearest county where alcohol sales are allowed.
Everyone and anyone who is 21 years and older has the
legal right to purchase an alcoholic beverage, no matter the
day of the week. Limiting that right not only affects alcohol
consumers, but it affects the overall economy as well.
West Michigan, and particularly Ottawa County, attract
thousands of tourists throughout the year. But a lot of
tourists become deterred from the West Michigan coast upon
discovering the lack of alcohol sales across the county.
Permitting alcohol to be sold on Sunday will stimulate the
hospitality and tourism industry throughout West Michigan,
which goes far beyond the more than 200 businesses that
hold liquor licenses.
In addition, Ottawa County will see more events and
conventions within Holland, Grand Haven or even Allendale
rather than be outsourced to other counties where alcohol
sales are allowed on Sundays.
Now that the choice is on the ballot, make the right one.
Say yes to upholding a person’s legal right and an economic
stimulation that will benefit everyone in the long run — say
no to the ballot proposal Nov. 4.
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“The Senate set a pretty lofty
goal... this early in the semester,
I’m not sure they have the whole
campus’ support.”
Director of the Office of Student Life,
on Battle of the Valley fundraising
efforts
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"I think the law should
still stand because I
don't see why people
need to drink every day
of the week"

"I don't think people
should drink on Sunday
because Sunday is kind
of a holy day."

"It should not be
revoked because we
need to go to class on
Monday."

"Yes, it should because
it would bring more
money into the local
economy."

"It definitely should. It is
your God-given right to
drink on Sunday if you
want to."

Katie Kooiker
Junior
Nursing
Holland, Mich.

Chasha Gaines
Senior
Nursing
New Haven, Mich.

Justin Vassar
Senior
Bio-Med
Bangor, Mich.

Christopher Thomas
Freshman
Chemistry
Grand Rapids, Mich.

K.C. Reed
Sophomore
Business Administration'
Grand Rapids, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Don't run when opportunity knocks
By Brandon Melnyk
GVL Columnist
There are times in life when
you should take advantage of
an opportunity that is handed
to you.
If you don’t have to do any
work and just have to show up.
it seems like a no-brainer.
Other times, it’s a little
understandable if you have to
miss such an opportunity for
whatever — feel free to insert
what you consider to be a legit
excuse here, if you wish.
If someone tells you about
something, an opportunity,
which they feel may help
you in some way: Show up.
Otherwise it is a slap in the
face to that person or those
people who were trying to help
you.
Myles Brand, president
of the NCAA, was here on
Saturday for our first ftxitball
game of the season. What an
opportunity: Being able to ask
the president of the NCAA
questions.
Someone in one of my
classes, who happens to deal
with many athletic events on

campus,
e-mailed
everyone
in the class.
She did all
she had to
do to let the
class know
about this
opportunity,
and all she
asked for was a response — if
they were going to show up
or not.
There had to be an idea of
how many people were going
to show, so I quickly and easily
obliged to the request. All-inall, I would estimate about 50
people were in attendance.
There were students, student
athletes, coaches, kids, males
and females. I was excited
about this event all day long,
to hear Brand speak and just
to see him in person. I didn't
know what to expect but can
say one thing for sure: I was
in no way disappointed by
showing up.
He began by saying he
had one of the — if not
easiest — most enjoyable jobs
anyone can have. From my

perspective, that point is tough
to argue.
Brand gets to attend
hundreds of athletic events
yearly, while seeing student
athletes improve in everyday
life.
His Saturday consisted of
arriving at GVSU, receiving a
tour compliments of President
Thomas J. Haas, speaking
to the aforementioned group
of people, speaking with
the media and enjoying the
atmosphere of a leaker football
game. He does it all with such
a wonderful smile on his face,
too. There is no way this many
people, in such a demanding
job, are having as much fun as
he is.
While the NCAA does
emphasize the athletics aspect
of college. Brand wants
everyone in college to succeed
in life, at whatever they choose
to do. Just because he was a
student athlete himself doesn’t
mean he has any bias toward
them, and if he does, then he
does not show it.
Yes, he gave a few statistics
that showed student athletes
are more likely to be successful

in certain areas of life. Right
after he did so, however, he ,»
fired back by saying one does
not have to participate in
,/
athletics to be successful in j
life. He is very aware of who
he is speaking to — the future
— and he likes what he sees.
All it has to start with is making others aware of an *
opportunity that may or may.
not impact their lives. It does
not hurt to simply make people
aware of what is going on .
around them, does it? If you
say you want to be given an
opportunity, maybe it is not t
the other people who need 1
to change, but it is you who <•
just needs to listen. If people,
know you are interested, make
them aware and they will keep
you informed of when an ,.
opportunity comes knocking
your way.
I would like to thank
~
Sandra Jennings for making
me aware of the opportunity,
to see such a wonderful person
speak and respond to our
questions.
hmeln\k@UmthonijL^m

Discussing the minority advantage
By Patricia Saenz

Bob Stoll

The ultimate goal of the (irand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I^anthom.
The C irand Valley I an thorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each

Should the Ottawa County law banning
alcohol sales on Sunday be revoked?

GVL Columnist
I am lucky to be a minority,
but perhaps not for any reason
you may think.
When I talk about my life
before I came to Grand Valley
State University, people are
surprised at how far my family
and I have come compared to
where we started.
Perhaps getting into
college, being middle class
and driving a new car is not
uncommon. To me. however,
getting here was difficult,
which I believe makes me
appreciate everything that
much more.
Because of the struggles my
family and I have had to face,
we have learned to become
stronger.
Life was hard for us from
the beginning, and I can
say it was because we were
minorities.
Both of my parents

emigrated
from
impov
erished
countries
with
nothing
and with
no one, so
they had to
Saenz
work hard
to survive. They faced many
issues because they were of
another race. However, the
strength we have gained from
enduring now gives us an
advantage.
The more you struggle,
the better a person you will
become and the more you will
understand the world.
That being said, there are
many people who do not take
advantage of the strength
they obtain by overcoming
struggles. Society cannot use
their disadvantages or their
troubles as excuses for why

they were not able to follow
their dreams.
Similarly, you can’t use
the fact you are a minority as
a crutch. You cannot blame
not getting a job on being
Hispanic.
Yes, there are cases where
the fact you’re a minority will
cause you not to get a job over
someone else, and I realize
discrimination is something
that still needs to be addressed
in our society. Nevertheless,
if every Hispanic blamed not
getting a job on their ethnicity,
no one would ever succeed.
It is all about taking
responsibility for our own lives
and recognizing the struggles
we bear will make us stronger
individuals.
Think of it in this way:
Imagine the person you most
respect. I can suspect they are
not in that position because
they have had an easy life.
Most likely, your hem had to

face many challenges, and they
became heroes by being able to
handle those challenges.
The life of a minority is
difficult; always struggling
to prove something to him
or herself and everyone else.
Nevertheless, those struggles
make the minority stronger and
better able to handle situations
perhaps others could not.
I am not saying the life of
a minority is great — not b/
any means. Whether you arc
black, Hispanic,disabled or
any other minority, you have
been through a lot. You have
faced criticism, degradation
and pain that perhaps others
cannot fathom. However, that
pain made you who you are.
Suffering in certain portions;
makes a person better.
So yes. if you are a
minority, you are heads above
the rest. Consider yourselves
lucky. I do.
p uienz
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New Music Ensemble to sing at Carnegie Hall
New Music
Ensemble releases
nationallyacclaimed CD after
only two years
By Erika Stack
GVL Staff Writer
• \ Many people are unaware
; they even exist, but soon their
.accomplishments will make
them a household name.
Grand
Valley
State
University’s
New
Music
Ensemble, established
less
than two years ago, has already
put out a nationally-acclaimed
CD and is now on their way to
perform at Carnegie Hall.
On April 24, the 21-member
ensemble will pack their bags
and head east. While there,
they will collaborate with
musicians from all over the
world to perform contemporary
classical pieces.
The
opportunity
arose
after the Ensemble received
an exclusive invitation from
the well-known contemporary
group, Kronos Quartet.
; • “1 guess sometime last year

(the Kronos Quartet) saw a
promotional video for our CD,”
said Bill Ryan, the founder and
director of the Ensemble. “Soon
after, they requested a CD, and
then about three months later, I
received the invitation.”
The New York concert
will be in celebration of the
45th anniversary of the first
performance of Terry Riley’s
“In C,” and the New Music
Ensemble is the only university
group invited to perform, Ryan
said.
“(‘In C’ is) a work written
in 1964 for any number of
instruments,” Ryan explained.
“Kronos has put together an
ensemble of about three dozen
musicians that will perform the
work together ... the others are
professional musicians from
around the world.”
He said Terry Riley will also
perform, along with a few other
musicians who took part in the
first performance of the work.
The musicians of GVSU’s
NME will be working hard to
prepare for the show — and to
keep up their reputation.
“I practice eight to 12
hours per week,” said Craig
Avery, the Ensemble’s pianist.
“Playing at Carnegie Hall will

be an unforgettable experience.
I won’t say I’ll be nervous —
it will just be a surreal moment
and I will have to take it all
in.”
Ryan put the Ensemble
together in 2006 so students
would have an opportunity to
experience modern music in a
chamber-style setting, he said.
And they took off from there.
The NME released their CD
in October 2007, and it has
caught the attention of critics
across the nation, including
The New York Times, The New
Yorker and Billboard Magazine.
The Times even named the CD
one of the top classical releases
of 2007, according to the
NME’s official Web site.
The group has since been
invited to perform at the
prestigious “Bang on a Can
Marathon” in New York City
— a free, 12-hour session of
live contemporary music.
The Ensemble’s CD and
Marathon performance was of
Steve Reich’s “Music for 18
Musicians,” a set of minimalist
music composed by Reich in
the ‘70s.
“There’s no way to describe
the sound of this music, as
composers today are writing

very diverse music — from
very
experimental,
avantgarde works to works utilizing
computers and electronics, to
those that incorporate elements
of jazz and pop music,” Ryan
said.
The
GVSU
community

Latino Art,
Film Festival to hit
Holland streets
recent years, it has included more
visual arts, films (of the short,
feature-length, documentary and
September is Hispanic Heritage
animation variety), music and
month, and in honoring a proud
dance routines.
culture, the annual Tulipanes
To Mimi Fritz, Tulipanes’
Latino Art and Film Festival will
media and marketing chair, the
take to the streets of Holland this
growth and support of the festival
weekend.
has helped achieve its main goal
The Tulipanes Festival is held
— to break down negative Latino
ih and around Centennial Park in
stereotypes through art.
*'(!owntown Holland and features
"There is more of a stereotype
live days of celebration decorated
against Latinos in this area,
with film, music and traditional
especially with the high population
folk dancing.
of migrant workers,” Fritz said.
In its eighth year, the festival
“With this festival, we are hoping
will display a wide medium of
it will show Latinos in a different
Latino fine arts and events —
and positive light.”
in both English and Spanish
However,
—
including
the progressive
“We
are
trying
performances
effects of the
to challenge the
by
soprano
festival
have
Martha
Hollywood image of
already been
Juliana Ayech
seen.
Last
Latinos... if not break
Rodriguez
year
alone,
from Quertftaro,
it, then just prove that's
the crowd saw
Mexico,
and
many
faces
not what we're about.”
classical
—
not just
guitarist
CAROLINA CONTRERASHispanics —
Alexander
HERNANDEZ
attending the
Dunn. Also on
TULIPANES' FILM CHAIR
event,
Fritz
the
schedule
said.
this year is Bamboo Panpipe
“One of the most pleasant
Prehispanic Musical Instrument
things, at any number of events
Making by Martin Espino and
in the area, is you see all different
a family showing of the film
cultures — many who may not
"Shrek.”
have even considered coming
Although the celebration began
before — now attending events
primarily as a film festival, it has
like this,” she said.
since encompassed a wider variety
This year attendance isexpcctcd
of Latino artistic expression. In

was able to experience for
themselves
the
Ensemble’s
unique sound during Monday’s
“Debut” concert, which was
part of the Fall Arts Celebration.
The Ensemble opened the
concert with “Blurred,” one of
Ryan’s own compositions.

For more information on
the New Music Ensemble,
visit its Web site at http://
newmusicensemble.org.
Their CD can be purchased
wherever music is sold.
estack@ lanthorn .com

Catrett-Belrose's first dance solo
concert to feature a 'lot of variety
successful and
very
visible
ambassador”
Lisa
Catrett-Belrose
has
for GVSU’s
been preparing for this night for dance
almost a year.
program.
Grand
Valley
State
“Lisa
is
University’s assistant professor a
dedicated
of dance will perform in her first and energetic
solo concert Friday night.
dance Cttrttl-attrttt
An
idea
Catrett-Belrose
professional
brought up in a faculty meeting
whose work
in the 2007-08 school year will
is respected across the state of
finally take the stage as “Lisa
Michigan,” he said. “‘Lisa with
with an S.”
an S’ will showcase the many
“It’s my first r
talents that are
solo
concert,”
regularly seen
“She is so intense
she said. “I’m
in downtown
and dedicated to her
on
stage
the
Grand Rapids’
whole time —
venues to all
art form, and seeing
it’s intense as far
of us here in
someone like that
as dance goes.”
the
GVSU
Catrettperform is an amazing
campus
Belrose started
community.”
opportunity for dancers
dancing
while
The
attending Ohio
and non-dancers alike.”
concert’s
University.
name is a take
BRENNA STEIN
She
planned
off of “Liza
GVSU DANCE MAJOR
on majoring in
with a Z,” a
communications
concert
by
with a minor
Liza Minnelli.
in dance. Her plans, however, “Lisa with an S” will feature six
changed.
dances ranging from the very
“I loved dance so much, I
dramatic and dark to comedy
dropped my communications
and jazz, Catrett-Belrose said.
major and focused on dance
Some of the dances she has
for four years from dawn until
performed before, while others
midnight,” she said.
were choreographed specifically
She went on to obtain her for this concert, including a hipmaster’s degree in dance from
hop piece she will perform with
the University of Michigan, one of her students.
where she also taught.
“I chose solos that were very
Danny Phipps. GVSU’s chair different and stood on their
of the Music Department, said
Catrett-Belrose is a “highly
See Solo, A6

By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer

By Liz Reyna

GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / www.tulipanes.org

Latino art: This painting by Erick Pichardo can be found at the festival in Holland.

to double, Fritz added. The reason
for this: The festival is almost 95
percent free.
With the exception of a few
events, attendees will pay nothing
for this celebration because,
according to the Tulipanes Web
site, organizers want to ensure no
one was economically prevented
from attending.
And no one should be
prevented,
said
Tulipanes’
Film Chair Carolina ContrerasHemandez. After all, she added,
this is an event that has been a year
in the making.
As film chair, ContrerasHemandez. is responsible for
screening all of the movies to be
shown at the festival. It is a process
that is selective and controversial,
she said.
In choosing films, she looks
for the quality of the picture, an
appropriate theme and the overall
value of the film. However for
some films. Contreras-Hemandez
said the value and context get lost
in translation.
“We need to understand we
view things differently in the U.S.

than (people) overseas,” she said.
“Often the films made for overseas
audiences may be acceptable for
them, but not for us.”
With the festival schedule all
lined up, Contreras-Hemandez
said she is happy with her effort.
She said the behind-the-scenes
process for putting on an event
like this is labor-intensive, but one
that sees great results.
“We are trying to challenge the
Hollywood image of Latinos,” she
said. “We are trying to if not break
it, then just prove that’s not what
we’re about.”
She
added
in
breaking
stereotypes, the Hispanic youth
can truly leam their culture and
heritage.
“Visual arts for the young
community is their form of
knowing
the
old country,”
Contreras-Hemandez said. “Many
of them are leaving the culture,
and this festival is a way to bring
it back to them.”
For more information and a
schedule of events visit http://
www.tulipanes.otg.
Ire\na@ lanthorn rorn

‘Henry Poole’ is strange blend of hope
v Friday
•
•

Tulipanes Latino Arts and Film Festival all day in Holland

By Dani Willcutt
GVl. A&E Editor

Francophiles: Pause-Cafe — 3 to 5 p.m. in the Cook-Dewitt
☆ ☆☆ out of ☆☆☆☆

* *

Center
"Lisa with an S": A solo dance concert featuring Lisa
Catrett-Belrose — 8 p.m. in the Louis Armstrong Theatre

•

"The Guardian" showing at 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m. and 10
p.m. at the Kirkhof Center Big Screen Theater

Saturday
•

Tulipanes Latino Arts and Film Festival all day in Holland

•

ColorFall at Frederik Meijer Gardens — 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•

Arts on the Avenue — 4 to 9 p.m. on Division Street in

•

Grand Rapids
Motorhead WSG/Misfits, Airbourne, Valient Thorr and Year
Long Disaster — 6:30 p.m. at the Orbit Room in Grand

•

Rapids
"Lisa with an S": A solo dance concert featuring Lisa
Catrett-Belrose — 8 p.m. in the Louis Armstrong Theatre

Sunday
•

Tulipanes Latino Arts and Film Festival all day in Holland
"Don't forget: The Rapid Weekend Connector (Bus 50) runs
until 2:30 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. For more information
visit http://www.gvsu.edu/bus.
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“Henry Poole is Here” is a film that both
challenges and brings light to the human
condition.
Luke Wilson plays
the emotionally strained
character of Henry Poole
in a way only Wilson can.
The character of Poole
beats Wilson’s suicidal
role of Richie Tenenbaum
in 2001 ’s “The Royal
Tenenbaums” easily, in
terms of jaded disposition.
P(x)le is a mysterious
and angry man who
moves into a quaint neighborhood in Southern
California. What makes him mysterious is
that no one knows why he moved into their
neighboitKxxl and why he insists he won’t be
there for long.
Poole moves into his new home in hopes
of finding something he lost. After busybody
neighbor Esperanza (Adriana Barraza) takes
P(x>lc to his childhood home, he makes a
great discovery — it means nothing. This is
where Esperanza explains the common human
mistake: “You can’t look to the past to solve the
future.”
The story unfolds in a logical manner that

doesn't make the bawdy error of revealing
too much too soon. In fact, this is what makes
watching the film so interesting. Poole himself
is a mysterious character whom the viewer
doesn’t leam very much about. That is. not until
his thoughts and memories reveal himself.
At certain moments the film gets
uncomfortably close to preachy. This is due to
a water stain that appears on Poole’s poorly cxecuted stucco wall. To good-hearted, yet
nosey, neighbor Esperanza. the water stain is
the face of the Christian God himself. Not to
Poole though. Poole finds the spot to be nothing
more than an annoyance to his own peace of
mind as he wastes his days sitting alone in his
new backyard.
As his neighbors begin to believe the water
stain indeed causes miracles. FYx>le tries his
best to stay in his own depression. Luckily
this plot turn doesn't mark the film as an
attempt to make believers out of even the most
atheistically-leaning viewers. Instead, “Henry
Poole” places a greater importance on human
relationships.
One relationship in general Ptxile fosters
is between himself and his child neighbor,
Millie (Moigan Lily). Millie is a quiet young
girl whose silence seems at first to be nothing
short of creepy. As Millie spends her time in her
homemade fort in her own yard, Ptx>le catches
her recording his conversations and playing
them back. Intrigued by the child, Poole
questions and befriends her.
The character of Millie is one of the most

charming in the film. It is this young child and
her mother Dawn (Radha Mitchell) who take
Poole in and teach him the positive aspects of
life. Lily plays Millie extremely well as she
goes back and forth between recondite and
forlorn into an enthusiastic and bubbly young
girl.
“Henry Poole is Here” uses a number of
shots that focus on the blue Californian sky.
The bright colors of the sky offset the dusty
and slightly dirty neighborhood into which
Poole moves. All of Poole’s thoughts and
remembrances are told through dreamy shots
that bring the audience into his own inner
turmoil.
As a depressed character, one wouldn’t
necessarily expect to leam alxxit hope from
Poole. However, hope is exactly the message
that comes out of Poole’s dire conundrum.
arts@ lanthorn jcom

Courtesy Ptioto I www allmoviephotos tom

Mysterious catch: Luke Wilson plays Henry Poole
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Strange, but true
Son's dorm room brings
memories back for dad
EAST
LANSING,
Mich.
(AP) — Following in his father’s
footsteps at Michigan State
University is one thing.
But moving into in the
same dorm room his dad did
three decades ago has been a
coincidence like no other for
Mike Robell.
The
Dearborn
Heights
freshman has moved into B310
Emmons Hall — the same
room occupied by 50-year-old
Rich Robell in 1978. What are
the odds? The East Lansing
university has about 8.(XX)
rooms.
Rich Robell tells The Detroit
News he suspected it was his
old room, and the same broken
window latch offered some
evidence. The proof came from a
university archivist, who located
a 1978 student directory.
Housing complex manager
Tim Knight says it’s the first
time in his 37-year tenure that
he’s aware of a parent and
child having the same room by
chance.

Man in wheelchair robs
Texas 7-Eleven of condoms
DALLAS (AP) — A robber
rolled into a Dallas convenience
store came armed with a bat

and a knife. He left with a lot of
condoms and an energy drink.
Dallas police Cpl. Kevin
Janse said Friday that a man in
a wheelchair entered a Dallas
7-Eleven Wednesday afternoon,
rolled straight toward the cash
register and beat it w ith a baseball
bat until it opened.
But he didn’t grab any cash.
Instead, police say he stole 10
boxes of condoms and an energy
drink before making his getaway
Wednesday afternoon.
Janse says the suspect may
have been homeless and was
likely intoxicated at the time of
the robbery.

Burglar wakes men with
spice rub and sausage
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) Authorities say they’ve arrested
a man who broke into the home
of two California farmworkers,
stole money, rubbed one with
spices and whacked the other
with a sausage before fleeing.
Fresno County sheriff’s Lt.
Ian Burrimond says 22-yearold Antonio Vasquez was found
hiding in a field wearing only a
T-shirt, boxers and socks after
the Saturday morning attack.
He says deputies arrested
Vasquez after finding a wallet
containing his ID in the ransacked
house.
The farmworkers told deputies
the suspect woke them Saturday
morning by rubbing spices on
one of them and smacking the
other with an 8-inch sausage.
Burrimond says the money
allegedly stolen was recovered.

Iowa school shucks ban
on corn-eating contest
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) The University of Iowa has
shucked its ban on an annual com
eating contest after removing the
gluttony.
Phillip Jones, the school’s
vice
president
for
student
services, said many people asked
what he had against com — the
state’s hallmark crop — after
he canceled the all-you-can-eat
contest last year.
“I got a lot of complaints from
around the state,” he said. "’Why
do you have something against
com?’ It’s not the com; it’s the
concept.”
The contest, part of a week’s
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TO PLAY
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Guin
26 Prepare to
propose
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30 ABA
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15 Nothing
special
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108 Agitated
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115 Piggy
116 Khan
opener?
117 Castilian cry
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STARRING
ROLE!
134 In public
135 Row
136 General
Bradley
137 Final
138 Alarm
button
139 Raucous
noise
140 — Hari
141 Actress
Merrill

Dave and Doogie by Jeremy Leiter

celebration leading up the annual
football game against Iowa State,
will be allowed this year — but
students will compete to see
w ho can eat a single ear of com
the fastest, not who can eat the
most.
"They are doing it in a short
and fun way and promoting the
state’s major product,” Jones
said.

HOLLYWOOD

ACROSS
1 Hirt hit
5 Kudrow or
Hartman
9 Lucas
character
13 Gullible one
18 Ruetul cry
19 Certain
Semite
20 Imported
cneese
21 Extragalactic
22 DOCTOR
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53 Fighter
pilots
54 “SNL" bit
56 Hauntedhouse
sound
57 Oklahoma
city
58 Alex Haley
book
60 Pianist
Chasins
61 Bandleader
Perez
67 Bergonzi or
Ponti
68 “Waves of
grain’ color
70 Fast flier
71 Bright
73 Between
three
75 Bum a
ride
76 Humble
77 Soprano's
showcase
78 Jessica of
"Dark
Angel’
79 Comic
Carter
80 Melville
novel
84 Play
ground?
85 Great Lake
natives
87 Po land
89 It'll give you
a lift
91 Change for
a five
93 Helicopter
sound

94 Circle
dance
95 Sikorsky or
Stravinsky
96 First
offender
97 Jay's house
100 Negative
correlative
104 It may be
tall
105 Internet
acronym
107 Colors
109 Demetrius'
duds
110 Inclined
111 Sweat and
slave
112 Dumbstruck
113 Brings
down the
house
114 Thoughtprovoking
119 Particle
120 Maftia or
Downey
121 Petty
clash?
123 Prepare to
fly
124 — even keel
125 Sita's
husband
127 Chemical
suffix
128 PC key
130 Long or
Peeples
131 Unused
132 Dadaism
founder
133 Lingerie
Item
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own,” she said. “They’re not
so repetitive — with different
feelings and energy
levels
and characters. I put myself
in a different place when I am
performing — I can explain what
I can’t verbally.”
Brenna Stein, a GVSU dance
major, said Catrett-Belrose is
very dedicated to both teaching
and her students.
“She pushes us to dance with
all our hearts all the time,” Stein
said. “Lisa knows exactly what
to say to get her dancers to do
what they thought they couldn’t.
She gives everything she has to
everything she does and is an
amazing inspiration to all of us
dancers.”

seeing the show because she
loves watching Catrett-Belrose
perform.
“There is nothing like it,”
she said. “She is so intense and
dedicated to her art form, and
seeing someone like that perform
is an amazing opportunity for
dancers and non-dancers alike.”
For those unable to attend
Friday night’s concert, CatrettBelrose will perform again
Saturday night. Both concerts
start at 8 p.m. in the Performing
Arts Center’s Louis Armstrong
Theatre.
“Come to the show,” CatrettBelrose said. “It’s free, will last
about an hour and there’s still
time to get a cocktail after ... or
grape juice if you prefer.”

Catrett-Belrose said those
who come to watch “Lisa
with an S” will get something
different out of each dance and
learn something about different
dances. She added the concert
will feature a lot of variety and
a big range of music, from Annie
Lennox to Beyonce and Kanye

West
“I’m most excited about
presenting all facets of who I am
as a dancer and sharing that w ith
the audience,” Catrett-Belrose
said.
She added she is also excited
to perform a piece with her
10-year-old daughter. They will
dance a slower, lyrical piece to
Natasha Bedingtield’s “Wild
Horses.”
Stein said she plans on

jpawlowski@ lanthorn £om
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Location matters. We re proud to have 5 ATMs
on campus, to make your life a little easier.
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Rivalry to renew at SVSU

Sports in Brief

Battle of the Valleys is early this year but
GVSU coach Martin said we’ll be ready
'

Bass out; Koster in
against Saginaw Valley

By Brian Beaupied
GVL Sports Editor

Grand Valley State University wide
receiver Ryan Bass is expected to miss
4 to 6 weeks with a shoulder injury
sustained in the Lakers' win over the
University of Indianapolis Saturday
night.
Bass was injured diving for a ball
early in the second half, after recording
two catches for 78 yards and a
* touchdown in the first half.
GVSU will have wide receiver Mike
Koster available for the annual Battle
of the Valleys game after he missed
Saturday's game with what was
disclosed as an academic issue.
The Valley-Valley matchup takes
place away in Saginaw at noon on
Saturday.

Senior defensive lineman Dan
Skuta remembers his first experience
of the rivalry between Grand Valley

'

State and Saginaw Valley State
universities.
It was a 31-20 win in the Cardinals
favor back in 2004. It was also the
last time SVSU defeated the Lakers.
"The first year they beat us, but at

Two more female Lakers
earn GLIAC honors
Women's soccer player Kristina
Nasturzio and volleyball player
Rebeccah Rapin are the latest Lakers
to earn GLIAC player of the week
distinctions.
Nasturzio, a senior goalkeeper on
the women's soccer team, became the
second straight Laker to win the honor
after extending her season-opening
shutout streak to more than 334
minutes and picking up her second
and third shutouts of the season.
Junior forward trie Dennis won the
award last week.
The No. 1 Lakers (4-0) defeated
Quincy
and
Missouri-St.Louis
universities on the road during the
weekend.
Rapin, a sophomore middleblocker, was named player of the week
for volleyball after helping the Lakers
to a 3-1 mark at the Regis Premier
Challenge in Denver during the
weekend. Rapin had 43 kills to lead
the Lakers.
Several GVSU teammates also
competed for the award. Rapin beat
out seniors Danielle Alexander, Jamie
Ashmore and Lauren Reber, who all
had great a weekend.

GVL I Lindsey Waggoner

Prep time: When not in Lubber's Stadium, the football team still works hard to make sure they play
their best. No. 21 James Berezik receives the ball at practice for the game against SVSU this weekend.

Carr watch

•

.
l

Brandon Carr, the former GVSU
defensive back who was drafted by the
Kansas City Chiefs in the fifth-round of
the NFL draft, recorded three tackles
and a fumble recovery in his first NFL
regular season game.
The Chiefs dropped a 17-10
decision to the New England Patriots
on Sunday.
Carr recovered a fumble on the
same play New England quarterback
Tom Brady sustained a knee injury.
Brady's completion to Randy Moss
was jarred loose and scooped up by
Carr.
Kansas City will play the Oakland
Raiders at home this Sunday.

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS

ONLINE

www.lanthorn.com

FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Ferris St.

1-0

2-0

Findlay

1-0

2-0

Michigan Tech

1-0

2-0

Grand Valley St.

1-0

1-0

Northern Michigan

1-0

1-0

Saginaw Valley St.

1-0

1-0

Hillsdale

0-1

1-1

Indianapolis

0-1

1-1

Wayne St.

0-1

1-1

torthwood

0-1

0-1

Ashland

<M

0-2

0-1

0-2

■tSET

Courtesy www gliac orq

least I wasn’t playing,” Skuta said.
"It’s a fun game, they’ve always been
good competitors and they make a
good game out of it.”
Saturday’s game promises not to
disappoint as the No. 2 Lakers travel
to Saginaw to take on the No. 25
Cardinals. It will be the 37th matchup
between the two teams, with the
Lakers holding a 26-10 series lead,
but the first for first-year SVSU head
coach Jim Collins.
Only being the second week
of the season, GVSU head coach
Chuck Martin has not had much
time, or resources, to prepare for the
Cardinals.
“Unfortunately
the
schedule
makers don’t realize this is a pretty
big game in the GLIAC — having it
in week two probably doesn’t build
that excitement up as much,” Martin
said. "They’ve got all our game tape
from last year — we’ve only got their
Wayne State tape, and unfortunately
for us, Wayne State doesn’t run our
formations, so we’re guessing right
now. And at game planning last
night we were kind of staring at the
ceiling.”
The Lakers will need to grind out a
couple series early in the game to get
a grasp for the Cardinals defensive
schemes against their spread offense,
but even if the Lakers come out
swinging, Martin knows it will be a
60-minute war of attrition.
“Saginaw Valley and Grand Valley
is not for the faint of heart, there
is going to be a lot of hard hitting”
Martin said. "A lot of teams, when we
play them and we get on them early,
kind of pack it in thinking it’s the
same-old, same-old, but these guys
have had enough success against us
to know not to get down early.”
GVSU will continue to use an
assortment of tight end sets and
motion todisorient the SVSU defense,
and at the front of that effort will be
senior tight end/wide receiver Jonn
Mathews.
"The beauty of our offense and
the fun part of our offense is you
really can put anyone anywhere —
obviously that makes things tough
for opposing defenses,” Martin said.
“We don’t need a five-catch, shortsettle; we need a 10-catch game and
we need consistent blocking.”

Soccer keeps record intact
GVSU remains
undefeated after
crunch-time goal
in last 10 seconds
By Matt Kuzawa
GVl. Staff Writer
In a ‘slow’ and ‘frustrating’ game,
only one connection w-as needed for the
women's soccer team.
With 8.9 seconds remaining in the
game, senior Katy Tafler connected
with junior Irie Dennis to lift the Lakers
to a 1-0 victory against the University
of Missouri-St. Louis.
“That whole game we weren’t really
connecting well,” Dennis said. “It was
kind of nerve-racking. We know our
expectations. We have expectations for
ourselves and from our fans on how
this year is supposed to go.”
Grand Valley State University head
coach David Dilanni said it was a
tough game to watch, but anytime you
secure a win, it is exciting and made
the eight hour ride home from St. Louis
a lot easier.
“We didn’t feel like we played all
that well,” Dilanni said. “There was
detinitely a sense of urgency to get a
goal before overtime.”
The No. I Lakers are now 4-0 and
Swift dodge: Forward Irte Dennis, a GVSU junior from New Albany, Ohio, speeds past Tampa Bay
have yet to allow a goal this season.
midfield Martha Bromfield, a junior from Tampa, Fla., in a past game this season.
Senior goalkeeper Kristina Nasturzio,
whatsoever, so it was hard to penetrate
of Sunday’s game. Dennis said she was
who was named this week’s GLIAC
the whole 11 players.”
not playing as well as she thought she
Player of the Week, has denied all six
It
was
Dennis’
third
game-winning
could.
shots she has faced, though she credits
goal of the season, but she said she has
“I’ve been fired up and ready to go
the shutouts to how well the defensive
just
been
in
the
right
place
at
the
right
since
last season,” she said. “Coming
line has played.
time.
out this year I wanted to do all I can,
"It’s pretty much
“I
don’t
really
and really step up my game to the next
the team, not me,”
We didn't feel like we
consider myself a
level.”
Nasturzio said. "We’ve
clutch
player,”
Dennis
She went on to say it was a pretty
played
all
that
well.
been
extremely
said. “I do all that I
frustrating game because the team
strong
defensively.
There was definitely
can in hopes I will
knows what they are capable of. but
Obviously the credit
do well and help my
has not been able to play up to that
a sense of urgency
goes to the team in
team out.”
level yet and is still trying to get a feel
front of me.”
to get a goal before
When playing at
for each other on the field.
The GVSU defense
her best, Dilanni said
“We just really haven’t been able to
overtime.”
held UMSL to shoot
Dennis is as skilled
play up to our potential yet,” she said.
only one goal during
DAVID DilANNI
as anyone on the field
“That game sort of showed us how we
the
match,
which
GVSU HEAD COACH
and brings a lot of need to come together more.”
occurred in the first
energy to the team.
For that to happen, Dilanni said the
half. Nasturzio said
"Irie is a difference maker and plays
team simply needs to practice more
even though the Lakers controlled the
together and hopefully the team will
at a pace that nobody else can," he said.
game, the pace was too slow for either
not reach its true potential until they
“The only question is: Can she play at
offense to get anything going.
win the championship.
that elite level every game?”
"We dominated and controlled the
It would appear so, with three goals
game,” she said. “The opposing team
and two assists in four games. But
mkuzawa@lanthorn.com
was pretty much in a defensive mode
before her goal in the closing seconds
the entire game. They weren’t attacking

Martin likes to use a three tight end
set to help in the run block against
defensive ends, but will use it in the
passing game as well.
For Mathews, who is from the
Saginaw area, playing at SVSU is
an opportunity to come home and
compete against high school friends,
running back Brandon Emeott and
linebacker Jason Kelly.
“I like it because I get to go back
home and my family comes,” Mathews
said. “I get to play against players I
played with in high school — it’s a
game you always remember.”
“I talk to (Emeott and Kelly) all

See Rivalry, B2

Who: No. 2 GVSU at No. 25 SVSU
When: Saturday at noon
Where: Wickes Stadium, University
Center, Mich.

Radio: 106.9 FM WMUS
Inside the series:
First game: 1975
Series: GVSU leads SVSU, 26-10
Last GVSU Win: 2007,21-10
Last SVSU Win: 2004,31-20
Current Win Streak: GVSU, 4
Longest Win Streak: GVSU, 5
Coach Chuck Martin vs. SVSU: 4-1

Men's golf
returns with
north Mich, win
By Grant Wieman
GVL Staff Writer
The lone freshman on an experienced
team, Ben Brooks, was forced to ride
shotgun in the team van on a sevenhour drive to Marquette, Mich.
The
long
trip
provided
an
opportunity to bond with his coach and
left him relishing a seemingly much
shorter return, after the Lakers won
the three-round Northern Michigan
University Invitational, held Saturday
and Sunday at the Marquette Golf and
Country Club’s Greywalls Course.
“We kind of blew away the field last
week,” Brooks said.
The Lakers’ 847 was II strokes
better than the second place University
of Indianapolis, a nationally-ranked
program in the preseason.
Like Brooks, Grand Valley State
University head coach Don Underwood
was pleased with the results.
“It was a good start to the year,”
Underwood said. “We dropped a good
number, that’s a good sign.”
The Lakers sent five players to the
event, with four scores counting each
round. The team carded scores of 77,

See Golf, B2
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Long drive: Junior Matt Malloure follows
through on his swing during a golf invitation
last season.
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Volleyball rebounds to win in Colorado
By Kyle Paffhausen
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Valley
State
University women’s volleyball
team received an initial, cold
welcome in its trip to Colorado
before rattling off three straight
victories.
GVSU, ranked No. 7 in the
nation after starting the season
3-1, fell in a five-set thriller to
Augustana College.
“If the loss didn’t wake them
up, I addressed the team and was
sincere when I said that I had never
been as upset and disappointed in
a team as I was in them after that
match,” said GVSU head coach
Deanne Scanlon.
The Vikings were undefeated
and ranked No. 15 heading into
the Regis Premier Challenge in
Denver, Colo.
The Lakers and Augustana
traded victories for the first four
sets, with GVSU winning the
second and fourth sets. In the
deciding set, however, the Vikings
edged out a 17-15 victory.
Sophomore Rebeccah Rapin
said the team should have been
prepared for the fifth set.
“Our practices usually prepare
us for any amount of games, even
a five-set match,” she said. “We
often find ourselves going into
five games, so we are pretty used
to it.”
Even after leading 10-8 in
the tiebreaker and serving for
the match twice later, Augustana
a/ij;. .0 /qrpjr

- . 01 .

came through in the clutch en
25-16 and won the second set 25route to its win.
21.The only stutter came with a
The high altitudes of Colorado
26-28 loss in the third set.
probably did not help either.
“You need that win,” Scanlon
“The
air
pressure
was
said. “You really do have to leant
extremely different to breathe in,”
from the tough loss.”
said junior Meredith Young. “We
Seniors Danielle Alexander
noticed ourselves out of breath
and Reber each recorded II kills
and it was just such a different
for the match, as well as Rapin.
feeling.”
The
Inkers’
momentum
GVSU was led offensively by
carried into the second day as
senior Lauren
they dominated
“If the loss didn't
Reber
who
Chico
State
University for a
recorded
10
wake them up, I
3-0 win. Rapin
kills and 10
addressed the team
again
led the
digs.
and was sincere when
way with 11 kills
Scanlon
while Alexander
put it plainly
I said that I had never
added eight and
when
she
been as upset and
Tremain
had
said the team
seven of her own
“choked” and
disappointed...”
for GVSU, who
“blew it.”
DEANNE SCANLON
improved to 2-1
Rapin
HEAD COACH
with the win in
and
junior
the Regis Premier
Whitney
Challenge.
Tremain both
Thecomeback
added 10 kilts
was officially secured during the
for GVSU in the opening loss.
second night of play, as GVSU
“We were all pretty upset that
conquered its second-straight
we lost and knew we didn't play
ranked opponent in one day by
to our potential,” Rapin said. “So
beating West Florida with a score
we just used that energy to focus
of 3-0.
in on our next three games, and it
The victory gave GVSU the
went very well.”
win in the “silver” bracket of
Despite the heartbreaking loss,
the tournament. The Lakers are
GVSU returned later that evening
now off the road as they open
for its second match of the day.
up GLIAC play at Wayne State
When the team came back, it
University on Friday.
came back with a vengeance,
defeating
Metropolitan State
kpaffhausen® lanthorn .com
University 3-1.
GVSU easily won the first set

GVl Archive / Elise Miller

Eye on the prize: Senior Danielle Alexander, from Newport, Mich , spikes the return during last season s,Regional
Championship game against Lewis University.

Pigskin pick 'em
Lanthorn editors Brian Beaupied, Kyle
Meinke go head to head with their
selections for College Football
After his week-one predictions
didn’t pan out, GVL Sports Editor Brian
Beaupied will try to catch up to undefeated
News Editor Kyle Meinke. Last Week:
Kyle (5-0), Brian (2-3).

______________

Where to begin?
Big happenings in big sports this week
cause some need for attention
By Tom Ebenhoeh
GVl. Columnist
As the sports columnist for
the Lanthorn, I usually choose
one topic to write about and go
with that.
With the amazing past week
in sports however. I don’t know
how any person could pick just
one topic. That's when I decided
to write about a few different
things
that have
happened
the past
couple of
weeks.
In the
world of
tennis, we
had an
amazing two EtMntiMh
weeks. And
it seems things are back the way
they should be. Roger Federer
showed he can still dominate and
Serena Williams is again ranked
No. I in the world.
I would have loved to see
Andy Roddick or James Blake
win. but I will settle for not
having to watch Rafael Nadal
jump around like a ballerina
again.
I am also very excited to
see Great Britain with a player
who could eventually win a
Grand Slam. I'm talking about
Andy Murray, the young Brit
who played well enough to beat
Nadal and advance to the finals.
If Murray can win a Grand Slam
soon, he would be the first Bnt to
do so since 1936.
The NFL had a very
interesting opening week. I jet’s
start with the injuries
Tom Brady going down
for the season Is — without a
doubt — the biggest news so
far. but at least he gets to spend
an obscene amount of time with
his smoking-hot, super model
girlfriend.
I never want to see someone
get hurt, but for some reason I
just don't have any sympathy for
him.
Unless Matt Cassel plays
well, the mighty Patriots could
miss the playoffs. I’m not hating

on what was the best team in
fcx>tball. but Matt Cassel hasn’t
started a game since high school.
There were also a few teams
that disappointed in week one,
and one of those teams was the
Lions, but I’m not going to go
there.
After watching the Colts
and the Chargers lose, I found
myself second-guessing both
teams. I know it’s only one game
but I was still more than a little
surprised.
Oh and one more thing. I will
never again watch the Lions.
So far though, nothing has
fired me up like college football.
From the first couple of upsets,
to watching Michigan start the
season with a loss, I don’t think it
could get any better.
Ixt me say that while I don’t
hate Michigan. I do like watching
the Wolverine-faithful suffer a
little bit . After years of listening
to them tell me how every
incoming freshman they get will
s<x>n be the best player in the
country, I had to chuckle a little
bit when they were beat in the
season opener.
As for the surprises of
the season, there is nothing
sweeter then East Carolina. I
love watching a team I don’t
remember ever hearing abxxit
jump from nowhere and end up
as the I4th-ranked team in the
country . They dismantled what I
thought was a gtxxl West Virginia
team and they are looking ahead
to a great season.
Two last thoughts on what
I’ve seen so far: I am predicting
Penn State to win the Big 10 and
I am saying right here-and-now
that Michigan State will beat
Michigan.
So there's a quick glimpse
into what was a great week in
sports.
There was a lot more that
happened, but I feel I hit the high
notes
I can only hope there are
more weeks like this one. And
for you Michigan fans out there:
Go Irish.
tehenhoeh ® lanthorn i om

Michigan at Notre
Dame
Kyle: It seems there
would be nowhere
to go but up for the
Irish after last year's
3-11 campaign, but
they struggled to beat
perennial bottom-feeder
San Diego State last
week. Charlie Weis is
officially in the hot seat,
while Michigan topples
another weak opponent.
Michigan 24, Notre
Dame 9.
Brian: The Irish did
struggle a little bit again?
San Diego State, but it
was their season-opener.
Michigan started to show
Beaupied
signs of competence on
the offensive side, especially in running the
ball, but I still have to give the edge to the
Irish. A great rivalry, minus the national
rankings, will still produce a competitive
game on the field.
Notre Dame 24, Michigan 22.

Rivalry
continued from page B1

the time and we joke about stuff.
I remember the last time we
played I made a special teams
tackle and we joked about it.”
Juniors Blake Smolen and
P.T. Gates, and sophomore James

Golf
continued from page B1

73and 73,respectively. In addition,
the Lakers averaged a kept-score
of 70.6 — almost a stroke better
per player than the second-place
Greyhounds’ 715.
Senior Tyler Hering, who tied
with junior Matt Malloure for
fourth place in the tournament,
set a then course-record 67 in the
first round. Also traveling with the
Lakers were Josh Burt and Matt
Johnson who finished in ties for
eighth and 17th, respectively.
“Being a senior this year, I
knew what to expect a little better,"
Hering said, who transferred to
GVSU prior to last season.
A year ago, Hering made his
debut with the Inkers at the same
tournament.
Hering said his experience last
year was similar to that of Brooks,
struggling in his first round as a
GVSU golfer.
The freshman — traveling with
the leakers in his first collegiate
opportunity — teetered initially,
sh<x>ting a first-round 77, but

No. 5 Ohio State at No. 1 USC
Kvle: Ohio fleshed out some of Ohio
State’s flaws last week, but the Bobcats
didn't have the athleticism or depth to
keep up for four quarters. But guess what?
USC does, and the Trojans will expose the
Buckeyes in a rout.

USC 38, OSU 17.
Brian: It is still early to tell how
effective Chris Wells will be when he
returns this weekend for the Buckeyes. But
if the Buckeyes are not 100 percent, which
they won't be, they won’t stand a chance
against the top team in the nation.
USC 35, OSU 27.
UCLA at No. 18 BYU
Kyle: Rick Neuheisel, the former UCLA
quarterback who returned to his alma
matter this year as head football coach, is
one of the feel-good stories of 2008. But
all those warm, fuzzy feelings will come
to an abrupt end against the underrated
Cougars.

BYU 31, UCLA 28.
Brian: UCLA showed they have the guts
and swagger to compete against Tennessee,
but that can only carry a team so far. The
Cougar offense dominates, capitalizing on
several Bruin turnovers, in a rout.
BYU 34, UCLA 14.

No. 13 Kansas at No. 19 South Florida
Kyle: This game will pit two of the
nation's best quarterbacks against each
other. South Florida’s Matt Grothe can
take a game over with the run or pass, and
has started this season quickly. But so has
Kansas' Todd Reesing, who was 32-38 for
412 yards and three touchdowns last week.
Impressive. Kansas 38, USE 31.
Brian: Reesing is good but Grothe is
better. By the end of the season, the junior
quarterback will be mentioned in the
Heisman race and he starts his campaign
Saturday. The Bulls make a statement as
an up-and-coming football program and
knock-off the overrated Jayhawks.
USK 28, Kansas 23.
No. 2 GVSU at No. 25 SVSU
Kyle: It may be called the “Battle of
the Valleys,” but it’s a battle only in name.
The Cardinals are a shell of their former
selves and will be no match to an over
powering GVSU squad already clicking on
all cylinders. Brad Iciek becomes a Marlon
Mill front-runner. GVSU 42, SVSU 24.
Brian: New head coach Jim Collins
hasn't given the Lakers much film to look
at. and now in the American Football
Coaches Association top-25 poll have the
talent to give the Lakers a run. GVSU will
need a couple of series to solidify a game
plan, but pull out a classic at Sagnasty.
GVSU 31, SVSU 30.

Berezik will see plenty of action
at running back and receiving,
either in the backfield or lined
up as wide receiver, with junior
Ryan Bass missing the next 4 to
6 weeks with a shoulder injury.
The Lakers will also get junior
receiver Mike Koster back after

resolving an academic issue.
At the Cardinals disposal is
a tendency to have quick play
calling — especially in short
yardage situations — and size
on the offensive line, but with
G VSU’s speed at the end position
it should create for an interesting

matchup, Martin said.
"We need to get on their
linemen's edges and make them
use their feet, if we do that our
speed will cause problems,” he
added. "At third and fourth and
short we’ll be ready.”

quickly rebounded with 70 on
Saturday and finished the event in
a tie for I9th in the 65-man field.
"I knew the team was good,
but I knew I could play gtxxl too,"
Brooks said.
Coach
Underw<xxl
was
not surprised by the notable
performance of Bnx>ks.
"Within the first six or seven
days of practice, it became
apparent pretty quickly that he
would help us out." Underwotxl
said. “Until you put them in the
environment with the other guys,
you don’t know how they’re going
to perform.”
Hering agreed .add ing freshmen
have a tendency to put too much
pressure on themselves to perform
well.
After settling in. Brooks was
able to meet his own expectations,
and plans on keeping things that
way. He bel ieves the team's success
will depend on him playing well.
"I can be a really big part." he
said. “I think my score needs to
be counted — I want to have my
score count every time.”

The tournament victory sets the
team up well for next week when
they will travel to the University of
Indianapolis Invitational and have
a rematch with the Greyhounds.
"Hopefully we can beat them
all year,” Hering said. “It was
g<xxl to be able to beat them this
early in the season.”
Brooks is cautiously optimistic

about the Lakers’ chances.
“Golf is the kind of game where
you have to stay focused, and you
can’t get ttxi confident,” he said.
Underwtxxl is preparing the
team the same way.
“It was a goixl start to the

sports@ lanthorn .com

season but nothing more than
that," he said. “It’s a start."
Rwienuin@lanthornx om

Lauren Sibula, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Author to discuss ‘Future of Freedom’
David Boaz to share
how current government
policies undermine
inherent U.S. freedoms

Nathan Biller, Economics Club vice
president. As a public speaker, Boaz is
passionate, clear and articulate, Biller
added, having seen Boaz speak in New
York.
The negative applications of the free
market are not always evident, and we
By Susie Skowronek
do not always explore its long-term
GVL Staff Writer
effects, Biller said.
“Boaz is able to look at the present
With
the
November
elections
and future, and able to give students the
approaching, students of Grand Valley
facts on policies and let them decide for
State University will start to look
themselves,” he added.
inward and justify their beliefs.
Biller describes the presentation
Speaker David Boaz will challenge
night as a “think-tank,” as it will help
students today at 7 p.m. with a thoughtstudents
understand
provoking
question
ideas
crucial
to
jn
his
presentation
“...both parties seem
helping
shape
the
“What’s the Future of
future world.
Freedom?”
determined to take
Boaz
hopes
The
presentation
away our freedom
students
come
in
will take place at the
with
open
minds,
Cook-DeWitt
Center.
... The only way to
ready to challenge
The event is sponsored
their notions on the
preseve
freedom is to
by Students for a Free
meaning of freedom
Economy and theG VSU
fight for it.”
and its threats.
Economics Club.
“In
many
ways
As
Executive
DAVID BOAZ
Americans are (more
Vice
President
of
AMERICAN AUTHOR
free) than ever before
the
Cato
Institute,
— we no longer have
an organization that
slavery, Jim Crow,
supports
the
free
military conscription
market, David Boaz helps lead the
or 90 percent income tax rates, for
libertarian movement. He has written
instance,” Boaz said. “But politicians
and edited several books to publicize
his philosophies. His latest book is of both parties seem determined to take
away our freedom with higher taxes,
titled “The Politics of Freedom.”
more spending, more wiretapping, the
In the forum, Boaz will look at both
war on drugs, the war in Iraq and so on.
the short and long-term effects of our
current political policies, said senior The only way to preserve freedom is to

fight for it.”
With
similarly
founded principles
of individual rights,
free
enterprise
and
limited
constitutional
government,
the
U.S. is essentially a
libertarian country,
he said.
“Everyone
in
the U.S. believes in
some kind of freedom,” Boaz added.
Boaz will not push his political
platform on students, Biller said.
Instead, through a question and answer
session after his presentation, he will
help students to better understand their
own arguments.
“College is the time to question,”
Biller said. “Libertarianism lets people
make their own decisions as long as it
does not infringe upon others’ rights.”
With the November election in the
near future, the present is an opportune
time for Boaz’s discussion. Biller
added.
“We are not really electing McCain
or Obama; we are electing a platform,
what they believe in,” he said. “I am
more interested in what people’s ideas
are and the reasons that support them.”
Sophomore
Rachel
Powers, of
Whitehall, Mich., recently joined
GVSU’s College Republicans to spread
the conservative voice on campus.
She encourages students to attend
this event because the media often
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Notes from
Abroad

BOAZ

By Jacob Pierzchala
GVL Study Abroad Columnist

Choosing to study in
Tokyo has been a huge step
for me. No, a leap might
more accurately describe it.
It is still hard to believe I am
actually here. On more than
one occasion I have woke up
and thought to myself, “That’s
Taking on the Left, the Right, and
right. I’m on the other side of
Threats to Our Liberties
the world.”
Since I started out
as a freshman at Grand
only portrays certain perspectives on
Valley State University, I
the upcoming election. And to form a
have dreamed of studying
stronger individual opinion, students
somewhere outside of the U.S.
should look for alternative sources such
I would often talk to people
as Boaz’s presentation. Powers said.
as if I knew I was going to go
“It could make a difference if
— though at the time, I’m not
people receive him with an open mind
sure if I believed it myself.
instead of being influenced by previous
It was something I desired to
conceptions,” she added.
do but wasn’t really sure if
Boaz’s presentation will be followed
I was comfortable following
by a question and answer session.
through with it. I was unsure
His books will also be available for
if it was “for me.”
purchase.
But now three years later,
1 find myself sitting at a
sskowronek@ lanthorn .com
desk, writing this column
from Japan — the result of a
decision I am happy to have
made and grateful to have
been given the opportunity.
It goes without saying if
you travel the world, you
will experience change,
and I quickly discovered
Tokyo is very different from
West Michigan. It is a fact I
acknowledge with a sense of
ambivalence — with both a
feeling of love and hate.
In size, the ward of the city
I am presently in — one of
famous prisons in the world, the third floor during the first
By Lauren Sibula
part of the first semester,”
23 — seems to put the whole
need I say Alcatraz?”
GVL Laker Life Editor
Brincat said. “Trying to bring
of Grand Rapids to shame. It
Taking a stroll inside any
Robinson,
Kistler
and
is massive, like comparing the
of the three original dorms, air in from the outside was
Copeland — these traditionalhard because there wasn’t an
clock tower on the Allendale
it is not difficult to see where
style living centers have been
easy way to set up the fans
Campus to the Kirkhof
the rumors came from. The
dubbed the “prison dorms”
brick buildings have narrow, to bring it in from the size of
Center.
due to their small size.
those windows.”
In Tokyo, life appears busy
winding hallways, communal
To the untrained eye, this
So if it is true the dorms
and fast paced — with cars
bathrooms
and
small
nickname has no weight.
were
originally
built
as
filling the streets above and
bedrooms that can make life
However,
this
moniker
prisons, how is it they came
trains below in the subways.
uncomfortable.
symbolizes
a
deep-seeded
It is, in a sense, almost
Junior Brittany Brincat, of to house freshmen at GVSU?
legend at Grand Valley State
This question poses multiple
overpowering.
Westland, Mich., who lived in
University, alluding to the
interpretations.
But amidst these
Kistler in the 2006-07 school
long-standing myth on campus
“The rumor I had usually
differences, there are
year, described the dorms as
that GVSU was formerly a
heard was that they were built
a surprising number of
very cramped.
prison site.
for dorms for the school, but if
similarities. Many of these are
“I did at times feel like a
for whatever reason it failed as
obvious things we too often
prisoner, but I also knew I had
Myth
a university, it would be turned
take for granted. Despite the
to get used to it,” Brincat said.
The
Robinson.
Kistler “I actually don’t think I’ve
into a prison — which would
common language barriers
and Copeland dorms on the
make them easy to convert
we face, there is always
seen any dorms smaller than
Allendale
Campus
were
over to prison cells,” Brincat
common ground in our
the ones in Kistler.”
GVL / Katie Mitchell
originally built as prisons.
humanity. I’ve found simple
said.
Above all other clues, the
Fact or fiction: One of the favorite myths on GVSU’s campus is the Robinson
To solve this legend, James
gestures and expressions
dorm windows seem to be a
dorms were originally built to be used as prisons.
Investigation
Moyer, assistant vice president
are easy to interpret. If you
dead giveaway for the legend.
Dull, cramped, stagnant air,
inhabitant of the dorms may
for Facilities Planning, was
are lost or need help with
1966, and the second, Kenneth
“The
windows of the
no privacy — this may sound
feel like a prisoner while living
something, there is always
Robinson House was opened
traditional-style living centers contacted. He pointed out a
like an accurate description
book written by GVSU’s former for the fall term, 1967.”
there, the myth is not true.
someone willing to help, even
are incredibly tiny,” Reynolds
for not only a prison, but the
president, James H. Zumberge,
if communication may be
The book plainly explains
said. “They resemble prison
traditional-style living centers
laker life® lanthorn .com
titled “Grand Valley State
difficult.
in black and white: The
windows and could have easily
at GVSU that house more than
College, Its Developmental
Just as there are many
traditional dorms were built to
had metal bars in them at one
Have a legend
800 students as well.
Years, 1964-1968."
unfamiliar stores and
house students, not prisoners.
point.”
“They look like prisons,”
restaurants in Tokyo, there
Page 86 reads:
Brincat agreed the windows
you want
said Alex Reynolds, a freshman
"The first student residence
are equally dozens here from
in the traditional-style dorms
End Result
investigated?
of Ferndale, Mich. "Those
hall, James Copeland House,
back home. As a matter of
were a source of concern while
No matter how closely
Visit www.lanthorn.com
dorms are very tall and made
was ready for occupancy at the
fact, I have already come
she lived there.
the dorms may resemble a
of brick — much like other
beginning of the fall term of prison, no matter how much an
across a Domino’s Pizza, a
“It was difficult living on
to post your legend
Baskin-Robbins and several
McDonald’s stores. Whether
this is a good thing or not is
up to you to decide.
This being said, does
Tokyo then, accurately
represent Japan? In a
traditional scene, maybe not
very well. Regardless, I feel
sponsor other cultural events.
Not only do members participate in
good turnout at the picnic to get people
Tokyo is just as much Japan
Mays said sometimes members
social events, they are also involved
thinking about diversity and hopefully
volunteer at elementary schools in Grand
as is Kyoto or Okinawa —
with community service and outreach
to inspire more students to want to get
or even a small countryside
Rapids to read to kindergartners.
projects.
involved with the Black Student Union
village. It shares similarities
They also help out at the GVSU
Ewing noted participation in Helping
or You Beautiful Black Woman.
and differences with home
Women’s Center when the Center needs
Hands,
assisting
“Our goal is to
and with the rest of Japan.
additional volunteers forevents.
students to transport
unite women across
“We hope to get
Like all places Tokyo is
Mays said the organization holds
their
belongings
campus
regardless
By Brittney Mestdagh
unique, and this is why I love
bake
sales
every
month
to
raise
funds
on
moveannually
freshmen
out
of
the
of
race,
religion
or
GVL Staff Writer
it. But the differences also
to sponsor more activities throughout
in day. and Make a
background,”
Mays
dorms to meet new
Two student organizations hope
help me to realize my love for
the year.
Difference Day.
said.
to motivate students into pondering
Grand Rapids.
Like Black Student Union. You
He
also stressed
Membership
and
people and just
cultural diversity Friday.
It has not even been two
Beautiful Black Woman is not an
Black Student Union
participation in either
have fun.”
The Black Student Union and
weeks since I arrived in Japan
is not designated for exclusive organization.
organization is not
You Beautiful Black Woman are co
and I have seen tremendous
Mays encourages any student to get
blacks.
limited to blacks, Rush
sponsoring a barbecue at 4 p.m. in
changes in myself, like things
The
organization
involved.
said.
Robinson Field to encourage students
I am capable of doing that I
Race,
gender
and
background
emphasizes
“unity
Instead,
it
is
CORTNEY RUSH
to come together to socialize.
didn't realize I had in me. I
differencesdo not matter when a student
without exclusion,” he
geared more toward
PRESIDENT OF
Activities will include sand volleyball
suppose you could say it has
is looking to join the organization.
said.
uniting students of all
BLACK STUDENT UNION
and double-dutch tournaments. There
been somewhat of a crash
Mays said an important issue the
Black Student Union
backgrounds.
will also be free food, music and snow
course in independence.
organization tries to tackle is accepting
wants any student who
Black
Student
cones.
For many people like
cultural differences and learning from
is interested to get involved, regardless
Union sponsors social and educational
“We hope to get freshmen out of events every month hoping to spread the
myself, studying abroad will
those who are different from another.
of their race, he added.
the dorms to meet new people and just
not be easy. But allow me to
You Beautiful Black Woman meets
You Beautiful Black Woman was
message and promote harmonization.
have fun,” said senior Cortney Rush,
Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the Kirkhof close by saying this: If you
founded at Ferris State University
Everyone
in
the 75-member
president of Black Student Union.
are thinking about studying
Center. Room 2264.
and brought to Grand Valley State
organization is actively involved— all
By sponsoring the event, both
abroad, just do it. Don’t let
Black Student Union also meets
University in 1993.
members help plan events. Rush said.
organizations want students to realize
the opportunity pass you by.
Members seek to discover the “true Tuesdays in Kirkhof at 9:05 p.m. in
Junior Jerryl Ewing, vice president
their racial, cultural or religious of Black Student Union, has been a
You will not regret choosing
Room 2215.
essence of women,” Mays said.
differences are minute.
to do so.
In addition to co-sponsoring the
member since his freshman year.
Ashlee Mays, president of You
hmestdaxh® lanthorn .com
barbecue, members of You Beautiful
“It is a great organization to be a
Beautiful Black Woman, hopes for a
lakerlife® lanthorn xom
Black Woman volunteer locally and
part of,” Ewing said.
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Groups to grill out for cultural diversity awareness

Black Student Union,
You Beautiful Black
Woman to host barbecue
to promote differences
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Obama backs Gov. Granholm
on high-tech transit plan
FARMINGTON
HILLS,
Mich. (AP) — Barack Obama
says
Governor
Jennifer
Granholm has the right idea in
seeking to build an economy
based
on
the
high-tech
transportation of the future.
The Democratic presidential
nominee told hundreds of
supporters at a Farmington Hills
high schcxil Monday that John
McCain doesn't understand the
economic problems and fears
of ordinary Americans. Obama
says McCain would continue
eight years of Republican
mismanagement of the country’s
foreign iind domestic affairs.
Obama answered a question
about civil liberties, saying
there’s no contradiction between
keeping the country safe and
keeping the Constitution safe.
Obama's rally at North
Farmington
High
School
followed an . event at Mott
Community College in Flint.

Partial-demolition of Tiger
Stadium almost finished
DETROIT (AP) - The
partial demolition of Tiger
Stadium is nearly complete.
A spokesman for the Detroit
Economic Growth Corp. says
two demolition contractors have
been instructed to preserve the
portion of the historic ballpark
between the dugouts. Crews
have nearly finished knocking
down the nest of the stadium.
Spokesman Bob Rossbach
says
MCM
Management
Corp. of Bloomfield Hills and
the Farrow Group of Detroit
will need another 45 days
to complete work at the site,
including cleanup.
Under a tentative deal
reached last month, part of the
stadium will remain standing
until at least March I while
preservationists seek to raise
enough money to save part of the
ballpark permanently. Details of
tfiat agreement are still being
tiammered out.

Kilpatrick must leave mayor
mansion by Thursday
DETROIT (AP) - Kwame
Kilpatrick, his wife and three
sons are expected to be out of
the Manoogian Mansion by
midnight on Sept. 18.
Incoming Detroit Mayor
Ken Cockrel Jr. says Kilpatrick
told him Monday that meeting
that deadline for leaving the
mayor's official residence won’t
be a problem.
Kilpatrick also has until
Sept. 18 to vacate his offices at
City Hall. Cockrel takes over as
mayor on Sept. 19.
Cockrel
spokesman
Daniel Cherrin says the two
met Monday morning about
Cockrel’s transition from city
council president to mayor.

NATION / WORLD

Hillary-Sarah smackdown unlikely
Clinton rallies for Barack in Fla. stressing party
differences, refraining comment on Palin
By Grendan Farrington
Associated Press Writer
KISSIMMEE, Fla. (AP) Anyone wanting a Hillary vs.
Sarah smackdown might be in for
a letdown.
First, Sarah Palin launched
her Republican vice presidential
campaign with praise for the strides
Hillary Rodham Clinton made
in her quest for the Democratic
presidential
nomination.
On
Monday, Clinton spoke in kind.
“It is a great accomplishment,”
Clinton said of Palin’s selection
as the GOP’s first female running
mate. Clinton told a rally of 500
that the election will be decided
on issues, not the historical
significance of the candidates, and
Democrat Barack Obama and his
running mate Joe Biden bring more
to the table than the Republican
ticket.
“Women as well as men make
their decisions after they weigh
the evidence,” Clinton said. “As
Americans go into that voting
booth, what they have to ask
themselves is not so much who am
I for, as w ho is for me? And I don’t
think it’s an even close question
that we have the ticket that is going
to do the best job in restoring the
American promise.”
About the most she’d say about
Palin is that she and Republican
presidential
candidate
John
McCain “are not the change that
we need.”
Former
Clinton
adviser
Howard Wolfson is dismissing
any notion the Obama campaign
would dispatch Clinton to take on

Palin, as much as he thinks some
people would revel in seeing the
two strong women butt heads.
“Don’t hold your breath,” he
wrote in his New Republic blog.
“Clinton-Pal in might drive ratings
and sell magazines, but it wouldn’t
be good for the Democratic Party,
or the cause of women’s rights.
Some might enjoy the spectacle,
but don’t expect Hillary Clinton to
play along.”
Clinton said: “I didn’t run
because I was a woman but I was
very conscious of the fact that my
campaign meant a lot to so many,
and I appreciate that. But this
election is about the two parties,
and the two presidential nominees,
where they stand, what they would
do, what our country needs right
now.”
And she said the Democratic
ticket is the one that “will tight to
revitalize the economy and create
jobs and make college affordable
and enable hard worki ng A mericans
to be able to afford both a gallon of
gas and a gallon of milk.”
It
was
Clinton’s
second
campaign
swing
through
Florida since she conceded the
Democratic primary to Obama.
She told supporters it will be a
critical state in November, and
one that has been harder hit than
most by unemployment and home
foreclosures.
So far polls have found few signs
that women who backed Clinton in
the primary would cross over to
vote Republican in large numbers.
Even so, Palin has been the talk
of the presidential campaign for
a week and the Obama campaign

AP Photo / Orlando Sentinel, Joe Burbank

Sticking to the issues: Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N Y waves to cheering supporters as she takes the stage to deliver
remarks at a community event for the Barack Obama campaign, in Kissimmee, Fla., Monday. Clinton campaigned for Obama in
central Florida and Tampa on Monday, ignoring comments and questions posed regarding Republican V.P nominee Sarah Palin.

has seemed unsure what to do
about her.
Now commenting from the
sidelines, Wolfson said each day
the Democrats focus on Palin is
a day they are not driving home
the message that McCain just
represents four more years of
President Bush.
He warned against giving in to
“an obsession in our popular culture
with the ‘cat fight,’ an offensive
term that describes the spectacle of
two well-known women fighting
with one another.”

Mich, fugitive accused of
murder caught in east Ala.
TALLADEGA, Ala. (AP) —
A fugitive from Michigan was
captured in east Alabama over
the weekend by FBI agents.
Acting Special Agent in
Charge Charles Regan in
Birmingham
said
27-yearold Eugene Clark Posey was
arrested Friday at an apartment
complex in Talladega. Regan
said Posey surrendered without
a struggle
The FBI said Posey was
wanted in Detroit for murder,
assault with intent to murder and
weapons charges.
Posey was placed in the
Talladega County Jail where he
awaits an extradition hearing
this week.

At least one Clinton supporter
tried instigating that fight during
a Tampa rally later Monday,
interrupting her speech with a
shout of “Tell us about Palin!"
Clinton didn't take the bait.
“You know what? I don’t
think that’s what this election is
about. This election is about the
differences between us and the
Republican Party,” she said to
cheers from the crowd of more than
1,000. “Anybody who believes
that the Republicans, whoever they
are, can fix the mess they created

probably believes that the iceberg
could have saved the T itanic.”
At a news conference afterward,
she took a slight jab at Republicans
for not putting a woman on the
ticket sooner.
“The Democrats did it in 1984,”
she said, referring to Geraldine
Ferraro, Walter Mondale’s running
mate. “It took a while, but the
Republicans got around to doing
it this year. And I think that’s a
great milestone for us as a nation,
but that’s not the determinant as to
who should be our president.”

Russia agrees to pull troops from key areas of Georgia
By Jamey Keaten
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — Russia’s president
pledged Monday to withdraw troops from
key areas of Georgia after 200 European
Union monitors deploy later this month as
part of a revised cease-fire agreement.
Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili
cautiously endorsed the deal, but insisted any
final settlement with Russia must respect his
country’s territorial integrity. He made clear
he still considers the breakaway regions
of South Ossetia and Abkhazia part of his

country.
“There is no way Georgia will ever give
up a piece of its sovereignty, a piece of its
territory,” Saakashvili said after meeting
with French President Nicolas Sarkozy, who
brokered the latest deal.
The short war between Georgia and
Russia — which began when Georgian
forces attacked South Ossetia followed
by Russia invading and routing Georgia’s
military — has turned into a critical event
in the post-Cold War world as Russia asserts
its new economic and military clout and the
West struggles to respond.

Spartan Ringer named
Big Ten player of the week
EAST LANSING, Mich.
(AP) — Michigan State running
back Javon Ringer has been
named one of the Big Ten’s
offensive players of the week.
Ringer scored a careerhigh five rushing touchdowns
Saturday in a 42-10 win over
Eastern Michigan. The senior
rushed 34 times for 135 yards.
He was last recognized as an
offensive player of the week in
October 2007.
Minnesota's
sophomore
quarterback Adam Weber and
Penn State’s sophomore running
back Evan Royster share the
offensive honor with Ringer.

lanthorn@gvsu edu
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Resolution: Russian President Dmitry Medvedev, right, looks at French President Nicolas Sarkozy, center,
and European Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso, left, as they speak to the media after their
talks in the presidential residence outside Moscow on Monday. European Union monitors will deploy to
regions surrounding South Ossetia and Abkhazia by next month and Russian troops will pull out after that,
President Dmitry Medvedev announced Monday

Georgia and Western nations have
complained Russia failed to withdraw troops
and follow through on other earlier pledges
in an Aug. 12 cease-fire agreement.
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev said
200 European Union monitors would deploy
to regions surrounding South Ossetia and
Abkhazia by next month. After that, Russian
troops would pull out of those regions by Oct.
II to a line that preceded the last month’s
fighting.
He said Russian troops would pull out of
the Black Sea port of Poti and nearby areas
in the next seven days, but only if Georgia
signed a pledge to not use force against
Abkhazia. Georgia had complained that the
presence of Russian troops in Poti — located
dozens of miles away from the fighting in
South Ossetia — was a blatant violation of
the cease-fire.
Sarkozy acknowledged that one of the
sticking points of the talks was Russia’s
recognition of South Ossetia and Abkhazia as
independent from Georgia. Both areas have
had de facto independence since breaking
away from Georgian government control in
the early 1990s.
“It is not up to Russia to recognize
unilaterally the independence of Abkhazia
and South Ossetia. There are international
rules. These should be respected," Sarkozy
said.
Nicaragua was the only other country
aside from Russia to recognize South Ossetia
and Abkhazia’s independence.
Medvedev said Russia would not revisit
its decision.
“Our decision is irrevocable. Two new

states have come into existence,” Medvedev
said. “This is a reality which all our partners,
including our EU partners, will have to
reckon with.”
Sarkozy flew to the Georgian capital
Tbilisi and met Saakashvili after conferring
for more than four hours with Medvedev in
Moscow in an effort to salvage the Aug. 12
cease-fire.
Russian troops on Monday blocked
international aid convoys and several
European ambassadors from traveling to
villages beyond Russian checkpoints in
Georgia.
Still, Russia's pledge of troop withdrawal
appeared to be a concession to international
demands to fulfill promises made as part of
the cease-fire deal last month.
Following the announcement of the
agreement, Medvedev lashed out at
Saakashvili, a U.S. ally, saying he had
received “a blessing, either in the form of
a direct order or silent approval” from the
United States to launch an “idiotic action”
against South Ossetia.
“People died and now all of Geoigia must
pay for that,” Medvedev said.
Adding to the uncertainty of the situation
was the stipulation that any Geoigian forces
remaining near the separatist regions return
to their bases and barracks by Oct. 1 before a
full Russian withdrawal could happen.
The deal calls for international talks on
refugees and the region’s stability as a whole
to be held beginning Oct. 15 in Geneva.
“I believe this accord is an accord that
represents a maximum of what we could
have done," Sarkozy told reporters.

Intercepted stimulus checks boost child support
By Steve LeBlanc
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) - Deadbeat
dads and moms around the
country are discovering that
their economic stimulus checks
from Washington — intended to
encourage the purchase of TVs,
cars and other goods — are being
intercepted and funneled toward
the support of their children.
Treasury Department figures
obtained by The Associated
Press show that more than 1.4
million of the checks have
been seized since the payments
began last spring, and a total of
$831 million has been collected
by
child
support
agencies
nationwide.
Cheryl Hayes, a 32-year-old
paralegal student from Auburn,
Mass., said her ex-husband
owes about $30,000 in support
for their three children, and she
hopes to see some of that via his
stimulus check.

Hayes said that while she
knows the stimulus checks were
intended to encourage people
to head down to the local WalMart, Best Buy or Home Depot,
in the case of deadbeat parents,
their
children’s
well-being
should come first.
“The stimulus check
is
something at least they can get
to help live off of,” Hayes said.
“It should go to the children
because the children are the ones
that would need it.”
The parents who are owed
child support won’t immediately
see the money. And in some
cases they may not receive it at
all.
The intercepted checks in
Massachusetts, for example,
are deposited with the state and
held for 180 days to allow the
parent to file an appeal. If the
appeal is denied, the money is
turned over to the parent who
has custody — in most cases, the
mother — unless she has been

commissioner of the Tennessee
on public assistance, in which
Department of Human Services.
case the funds can go back to the
state and federal government to “We’ve been very pleased with
the amount of money we’ve
reimburse the taxpayers.
been able to collect.”
Some states hold the funds
The
stimulus
program
longer, others for less time.
proposed by President Bush
In California, $97.9 million
and approved
was collected
by
Congress
via
152,877
“(A stimulus check)
provided $600
diverted
should go to the
checks for most
checks,
individuals
while
Texas
children because the
and $ 1.200 for
brought
in
children are the ones
couples filing
$80.3 million
jointly, with a
from 132,144
that would
$300 per-child
payments.
credit
added
Rhode Island
need it.”
on.
saw a $1.9
States
million boost
CHERYL HAYES
submit
the
from
3,465
SINGLE PARENT
names
and
diverted
WAITING FOR CHILD SUPPORT
Social Security
checks.
numbers
of
Massachusetts
deadbeat parents to the IRS,
took in $11.2 million, Tennessee
which crosschecks those names
$24.4 million.
against the lists of taxpayers
“It’s been a very nice bonus for
receiving stimulus checks. The
our children in need of support,"
IRS then sends the deadbeat
said Mike Adams, assistant

parents’ checks straight to state
child support agencies.
The diverted ones are just a
fraction of the more than 112
million stimulus checks issued
as of the start of July. So far,
the IRS has dispensed checks
totaling $92 billion. It will
continue processing tax returns
and issuing stimulus checks for
much of the year.
Ned Holstein, founder of
Fathers and Families, a Bostonbased organization that supports
the rights of fathers, said the
seizing of economic stimulus
checks ignores the fact that most
fathers who owe child support
are earning little.
“We’re trying to support very
poor people, the mothers and
children, from the pocketbooks
of other very poor people,” he
said. “There are those who are
just downright avoiding their
child support payments, but
there are many more who just
can t make their payments.”
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U.S. vehicles to become
slimmer, more efficient
Automakers work to keep up with foreign trends, hybrid demands
By Tom Krisher
AP Auto Writer
DETROIT (AP) - Rich
Batchelder bought his second
Mini Cooper last year, a 2006
supercharged convertible.
And the attributes he sought in
hisnew car areexactly what experts
say many of us will be looking for
in coming years while automakers
try to perfect a replacement for the
internal combustion engine.
Batchelder’s
Mini
is
a
lightweight subcompact, yet its
interior is luxurious. Its 1.6-liter,
four-cylinder engine gets him
27 miles per gallon in combined
city and highway driving, yet its
suspension is stiff for handling and
the supercharged motor makes the
tiny car very fast.
"The thing looks cute, it looks
fun, but it’s a serious automobile,”
said
the
suburban
Boston
computer store owner. “To me
it’s a superior vehicle as far as its
motoring capabilities, everything
from handling to functionality.”
Auto industry experts say
Batchelder’s car is one example
of what we'll all be driving as gas
prices stay high and the industry
shifts toward rechargeable electric
vehicles or even cars powered by

hydrogen fuel cells.
Right now, engineers at all
automakers are working extra
hours trying to squeeze as much
gas mileage as they can out of the
internal combustion engine.
That includes more refined
gas-electric hybrids, competitors
to the popuIar Toyota Prius. which
now gets an estimated 45 mpg on
the highway and 48 in the city.
Also coming soon are fourcylinder engines that perform
like six-cylinders, and sixes that
perform as V-8s, boosted by either
turbocharging or supercharging.
There’s also more efficient
automatic transmissions out or
in the works, with some having
as many as eight speeds. Experts
expect biofuels like ethanol to
become more prevalent, and
starting to hit the market already
are high -mileage diesels and direct
fuel injection gasoline engines that
are far more efficient than current
gasoline motors.
"You’re going to have a
whole lot of overlap,” said John
Krafcik, Hyundai Motor Co.’s
North American vice president
of product development. “Small,
incremental
improvements to
the internal combustion engine,
which still has life in it in terms of

extracting efficiency.”
Automakers also are working
on aerodynamics and processes
that use exhaust heat and gasses
so no energy goes to waste.
"All of those are going through
a transition, and they will continue
to do so,” said Nancy Gioia, Ford
Motor Co.’s director of sustainable
technologies and hybrid vehicle
programs.
Today’s
vehicle
designs
aren’t always as aerodynamic
as they could be. said Gioia,
and technology might be able
to eliminate items on cars that
cause wind drag, such as cameras
replacing side-view mirrors.
“A lot of the shapes we have
tcxlay are based on models of
horses pulling the wagon,” Gioia
said.
Some automakers have come
up with electronically controlled
intake and exhaust valves, with
computers controlling the valve
openings for maximum efficiency
under different loads and road
conditions.
The feature, called camless
valve actuation, alone will bring
10 percent to 20 percent efficiency
gains overcurrent engines, Krafcik
said.
They're
also
electrifying
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Mini modeling: This March 9 file photo shows 2007 Mini Coopers at a dealership in Littleton, Colo. Auto industry experts say
the Mini Cooper is one example of what we’ll all be driving as gas prices stay high and the industry shifts toward rechargeable
electric vehicles or even cars powered by hydrogen fuel cells.

components that cause drag on
engines, such as air conditioning
compressors and power steering
pumps.
Automakers like Ford also are
working with lighter materials and
more efficient structural designs to
reduce weight, said Gioia.
"As weight comes out, I can
downsize a lot of other things
and the vehicle in total gets more
efficient.” she said.
The changes mean we’ll all
be driving smaller vehicles, but
not everyone will have a Mini

Cooper or other tiny cars from
Europe, where gas prices are far
higher, said Aaron Bragman, an
auto analyst with the consulting
company Global Insight.
U.S. drivers, unlike those
in Europe, use vehicles to haul
bulky objects and a lot of people,
as well as for family vacations.
In Europe, people can use public
transportation for intercity travel.
"We simply need to use our cars
a lot more than the Europeans,”
Bragman said.
So while smaller cars, trucks.

sport utility vehicles and minivans
all are in the works, the U.S.
vehicle mix won’t become as
small as it is in Europe, Bragman
said.
Instead of ostentatious big,
inefficient vehicles, Bragman
sees them pared down to more
functional space.
“'The next generation of these
vehicles is going to be a lot more
efficient,” he said. "They’re
going to use a lot of the European
technology without the European
size penalty.”

South Korea says Kim on road to recovery after stroke
By Hyung-Jin Kim
Associated Press
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
— North Korea’s Kim Jong II
is on the road to recovery from a
stroke and still in control of his
isolated country’s communist
regime. South Korea suggested
Wednesday, disputing reports that
the leader is gravely ill.
President
Lee
Myung-bak
convened a meeting of top security
ministers, who were briefed on
intelligence that indicates Kim was
recovering, said l>ee Dong-kwan,
the president’s chief spokesman.
'Hie North Korean leader was
currently “not seen to be in a serious
condition,” the spokesman said in
a statement after the meeting late
Wednesday, citing the contents of
the briefing.
Earlier. South Korea's spy
agency told a closed door meeting
of lawmakers it had intelligence
showing the 66-year-old Kim’s
condition had much improved, an
agency official said on condition of
anonymity, citing official policy.
South Korea’s optimistic view
of Kim's health came as North
Korea moved to try and dispel fears
about his health after he failed to
appear for a key national ceremony

Tuesday.
"There are no problems,” Kim
Yong Nam, Pyongyang’s No. 2
leader and ceremonial head of
state, told Japan’s Kyodo News
agency.
Song II Ho, a senior North
Korean diplomat, called reports
of Kim’s illness "worthless” and
a "conspiracy plot.” adding that
Western media "have reported
falsehoods before," according to
Kyodo'sdispatch from Pyongyang,
the North Korean capital.
Despite the willingness of the
North Korean officials to speak
through a foreign news agency,
their own state media apparatus
remained
mum
on
Kim’s
condition.
South Korea’s Yonhap news
agency,citing lawmakers briefed by
the spy agency, reported that Kim
suffered a cerebral hemorrhage,
but he remains conscious and "is
able to contR)l the situation.”
The report did not say when he
suffered the stroke. South Korea’s
Chosun II bo newspaper reported
Tuesday that Kim collapsed on
Aug. 22.
The spy agency also reported
to lawmakers that Kim is in a
“recoverable and
manageable

condition,” and that the North is
not in a "power vacuum.” Yonhap
said.
Intelligence agency officials
said they could not confirm the
Yonhap report.
Despite the reassurances, little
was publicly known about Kim.
whose health has been a focus of
intense interest because his fate is
believed to be closely tied to that
of the totalitarian state.
“If he had sutgery, it means
it’s serious,” Kim Jong-sung, a
neurology professor at Seoul’s
Asan
Medical
Center,
said
regarding a cerebral hemorrhage.
The condition can result in death,
paralysis, difficulty in speaking
and other disabilities, although if
it is minor, recovery is possible
without long-term affects. Surgery
is generally only considered in the
most serious cases, he said.
Still, the professor said that if
North Korea’s leader underwent
surgery and has no paralysis, he
could have suffered a cerebral
aneurysm — a kind of cerebral
hemorrhage that accounts for about
6 percent of all cases.
"If it’s cerebral aneurysm and
surgery is done well and quickly,
there can be recovery without any

disabilities,” he said.
Speculation that Kim Jong II
may have become ill intensified
after he missed a parade Tuesday
commemorating the communist
state’s founding 60 years ago. That
followed weeks of being absent
from public view and rumors that
foreign doctors were brought in to
treat him.
South
Korea’s
president
instructed
his
top
security
ministers and aides to “carefully
and thoroughly” prepare for any
possible situation that can occur
regarding Kim’s health, said Lee
Dong-kwan.
the
presidential
spokesman.
Seoul's Defense Ministry said
there had been no unusual North
Korean military movement and the
heavily armed border between the
two sides remained quiet.
Kim. who has been rumored to
be in varying degrees of ill health
for years, ux>k over North Korea
upon the death of his father in
1994.
North Korea has been locked
in a standoff with the United
States since 2002 over its nuclear
ambitions. The country carried
out its first nuclear test in 2006,
but agreed last year to disable

AP Photo / Xinhua, Yao Dawei

Sick dictator: There was no sign of Kim Jong II (above) Tuesday at a closely
watched parade in Pyongyang marking the 60th anniversary of North Korea's
founding. A U.S. intelligence report said the dictator may have suffered a stroke.

its nuclear facilities in exchange
for economic aid and political
concessions.
The negotiations hit a snag
again recently with the two sides
at odds over how to verify North
Korea’s accounting of its nuclear
programs. Washington has delayed
its promised removal of Pyongy ang
from the U.S. terrorism blacklist.
Kim Yong Nam, the North’s

No. 2 leader, mentioned the dispute
in his talk with Kyodo.
“The
United
States
was
supposed to take us off the list of
state sponsors of terrorism ... but it
is delaying that,” he said.
He also expressed optimism for
a positive conclusion.
“Once time passes and we
continue to try to find a way, I
believe we can solve this,” he said.

—

New report finds U.S. still 'dangerously vulnerable' to terrorism
government missteps before the
2001 terror attacks on the United
Associated Press Writers
States.
"The threat of a new. major
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
terrorist attack on the United States
UnitedStatesremains"dangerously
is still very real,” concludes the
vulnerable” to chemical, biological
report to be released Wednesday,
and
nuclear
attacks
seven
the same day a congressional
years after 9/11, a forthcoming
commission will hold a hearing
independent study concludes. And
in New York on nuclear and
a House Dem<x:rats' report says the
biological terrorism threats.
Bush administration has missed
“A
nuclear, chemical
or
one opportunity after another to
biological weapon in the hands
improve the nation’s security.
of terrorists remains the single
The recent political rupture
greatest threat to
between Russia
our
nation. While
and the U.S. only
“The administration
progress has been
makes
matters
has just failed to act made in securing
worse, said l^ee
these weapons and
Hamilton,
the
in so many ways.
materials, we arc
former
Indiana
Let's say we've been
still dangerously
Democratic
vulnerable.” the
fortunate we have
congressman who
report said.
helped lead the
not been attacked
Congressional
9/11 Commission
(since 2001).”
Democrats,
and now chairs
meanwhile, had
the independent
harsher criticism
BENNIE THOMPSON
group’s
latest
of
the
Bush
HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVE,
study.
administration’s
(D-Miss.)
Efforts
to
efforts.
Their
reduce
access
report, written by the staffs of the
to nuclear technology and bomb
House Homeland Security and
making materials have slowed,
Foreign Affairs committees, found
thousands of U.S. chemical plants
little or no progress across the board
remain unprotected, and the U.S.
on national security initiatives.
government continues to oppose
“The Bush administration has
strengthening an
international
treaty to prevent bioterrorism, not delivered on a myriad of critical
homeland and national security
according to the report pnxluced
mandates." the Dem<x;rat.s’ report
by the bipartisan Partnership for a
states.
That report was being
Secure America.
released Tuesday.
The group includes leaders of the
"The administration has just
disbanded 9/11 Commission, the
failed to act in so many ways,” said
bipartisan panel that investigated

By Brett J. Blackledge

Rep. Bennie Thompson, D-Miss.
"Let’s say we’ve been fortunate
we have not been attacked" since
2001.
The report and supporting
studies describe the failure of
international
cooperation
to
prevent terrorists from obtaining
weapons of mass destruction,
which they call a major problem.
Many countries continue to ignore
a United Nations mandate to
prevent the spread of weapons;
the ability of many countries to
monitor potential bioterrorism
is “essentially nonexistent,” and
dangerous
chemical
weapons
stockpiles
remain
in
some
countries, including Russia and
Libya, the report said.
Russia has been a significant
player in U.S. efforts to secure
nuclear weapons and to eliminate
inventories of chemical weapons
in the former Soviet region. That
cooperation could be jeopardized
as the two countries face off over
the Russian invasion of Georgia
and concerns ahxxit a U.S. missile
defense base in Poland. Hamilton
said.
On Monday. Bush canceled a
civilian nuclear cooperation deal
with Russia.
“The things we do to penalize
Russia will make it more difficult
for us to deal with Russia on other
matters," Hamilton said.
State IX'partment spokesman
Robert Wtxxl said he hasn’t seen
the report. But he said there have
been a number of successes in
recent years, including negotiations

to dismantle North Korea’s nuclear
program and Libya’s agreement
to end its nuclear and chemical

weapons program.
“We have been engaged
multilaterally with a number of
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countries to deal with this issue
of weapons of mass destruction,”
Wood said.
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COMMERCIAL

2 Issues Min.
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Allendale Campus
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Each additional word 25C.
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Announcements

Housing

Entertainment

Employment

Sigma Alpha Lambda, a Na
tional Leadership and Honors
Organization with over 75 chap
ters across the country, is seek
ing motivated students to assist
in starting a local chapter (3.0
GPA Required). Contact Rob
Miner, at rminenasalhonors.org

Meadows Crossing...the new
student townhome community
located at 48th Ave. Entrance to
GVSU. A few bedrooms left for
2008! Call 616-892-2700 for
more details!

Peppino’s Ristorante now offer
ing great new nightly specials!
Monday night: 10” one topping
pizza $1.99. New drink and shot
menu! Happy hour menu 3-6
p.m. and 10 p.m.- 1 a.m. Monday-Saturday. Full menu avail
able until 1 a.m. Monday-Saturday.

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn can
help you spread the word!
331-2460.

Opportunities
Grand Valley Basketball tryouts
will be September 11th at 6 PM
in the arena. Proof of physical
within six months required. In
terested parties should contact
Coach Evans at 616-331-2159.
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.
WIN A $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Open a Fifth Third Bank Student
Checking Account and you’ll be
automatically entered in our
Scholarship Sweepstakes. One
student will win $10,000 toward
college tuition costs and 10 stu
dents will $1,000, It’s just one
way Fifth Third can help, so you
can lighten the stress-or simply
shift it toward a midterm. Call
1 -800-579-5353 or visit 53.com
to see how we can support your
education.

Housing
The Village at 48 West. The
doors are open! Start leasing
now for the ‘09 school year! Call
616-895-2400
or
visit
www.48west.com for more de
tails.

r

Rooms for Rent 616-402-8906.

Roommates

Services

Residents of 3-BD apartment
looking for third female room
mate. Beautiful Heritage Hill
house, rent $360/month. Con
tact Catherine, 517-230-4632.

America’s #1 sandwich delivery.
America’s sandwich delivery ex
perts! Over 20 locations in the
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo area.
Visit jimmyjohns.com for the lo
cations nearest you!

Fourth roommate wanted for
4-BD, 2-BA Hightree Townhouse. Rent $370/month. Ca
ble, water included. Preferably
female.
Contact
Sarah,
616-644-3332.
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad!

For Sale
Diamonds: selection, certifica
tion.
Good
price.
Jim,
616-538-9682.

Whether you're selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Birthdays
What better way to show your
friends that you care about
them on their birthday than
wishing them a happy birthday
through us? Let the Lanthorn
know about your friends’ birth
days and we will advertise a
message to make this birthday
one they won’t forget.
331-2460.

331-2460

Lost & Found
Lost: Vour classified! Help us
find it! 331-2460
Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331 -2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find what
you’re missing.

Hiring? Place an ad! 331-2460

Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Check us out on the web at
www.lanthorn.com. Post Cornmens on stories, and stay
informed! Check out our new
office in lower Kirkhof!
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- Wedding Parties
- Girl's Night Out
- Graduation
Bridal & Baby Showers
- Senior's
-Gifts
- Gentlemen Welcome

$20.00 Full Set
$ I3.00 Fill Ins
$20.00 Pedicure
$ 10.00 Manicure
Wtfi Student 0 or Senior Os count
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Walkens & Appointments Welcome Gift Certificates Available
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Wanted

6370 Lake Michigan Dr. Allendale Ml 49401
Next to Family Fane Shopping Center

GVSU Student work. Customer
sales/service.
Base pay
per/appt.
$14.25.
616-241-6303.

r
■

awesome amenities
•wireless & hard-line Internet access in"?a<
•large, fully equipped kitchen with breakfast bar
•privately keyed, large bedrooms
•full-size washer & dryer in each apartment
or town home
•FREE expanded cable television service

n

• lots of windows with blinds
• spacious (HUGE) apartments and town homes
• central air conditioning

• prices start at only $430 per,fced?
• professional, trained, on-site management
and maintenance response fearns

$8#
Ligfctemthe too/-.
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apartments
& town homes

WIN A $10,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Open a Fifth Third Bank Student Checking Account and you'll be
automatically entered in our Scholarship Sweepstakes. One student
will win $10,000 toward college tuition costs and 10 students will
win $1,000. It’s just one way Fifth Third can help, so you can lighten
the stress—or simply shift it toward a midterm. Call 1-877-579-5353
or visit 53.com to see how we can support your education.

Fifth Third Bank
53.com

Miscellaneous

The things we do for dreams:
i MtKtarv. Se* a Fifth Third representative for compfttt drtditv Fifth Third and Fifth Third Bank art registered service marks of
fifth Third Bancorp Member FDK.
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